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ABSTRACT 
Improving construction productivity is essential today due to stringent finan-
cial resources. Micro-computer based decision support systems and operational 
research models can be used as tools at different phases or construction projects 
to improve the productivity and to minimize the cost. 
Among the wide variety of operations on many construction projects , the 
earthmoving operation plays an important role. Selection of the most appropriate 
type, size, and number of machines, and the optimal distribution of the cut and 
the fill quantities of soil are therefore significant in reducing the overall cost of a 
construction project. 
In this thesis, a micro-computer based decision support system is developed 
for selecting the most economical group of machines for an earthmoving project. 
An operational research model based on the transportation algorithm is also 
introduced to find the optimal cut and fill distribution of an earthmoving opera· 
tion. 
The developed micro-computer based decision support system consists of a 
computer program, which simulates a consultation between an expert in equip· 
ment selection and a. user. It presents a series of questions and a series of answers 
for which the user has to respond according to the requirements and the condi· 
tions of the earthmoving operation. For convenien ce, the system is developed in 
three phases. 
iii 
In the first phase of the system, the selection of the suitable types of equip-
ment for the earthmoving operat ion is made from eleven different types of eart h-
moving mac hines. In the second phase of the system, after checking the height 
and weight constraints that may be app licab le to the site and to the haul roads, 
the production rat.es of all the models and sizes of the usable machines are deter-
mined. By compa ring the cost per unit volume of material handled by each group 
of mach ines, the most economical group is determined in the final phase, to suit 
t he schedu led durat ion and t he total quantity of material to be handled of the 
earthworks project. Also, the cost per unit volume of material to be handled, the 
expec ted production rates, and the durations of the employable groups of 
machines are presented to the user. 
Once the most economical group of machines is decided, using the intro-
duced operational resea rch model, the opt imal distribution of cut and fill quanti-
ties of an earthworks operation can be deduced. 
The application of the proposed micro-computer based decision support sys-
tem and the operational research model are simple and can be used as effective 
tools in improving the earthmov ing productivity of construction projects. 
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CHAPTE R 1 
INTRODUCTIO N 
1.1 Product ivity of earthmoving in construction 
Construction is an extremely important industry for a cou ntry from an 
economic point of view. The annua l money value involved in construction work 
represents a substantial portion of a nat ion's gross national product. Moreover, 
the construction industry utilizes up to about 10% of a nations labour force , and 
significantly influences the commitments of national resources !6,12,20). 
T he rapid pace of changing tech nology in recent years has ma.de construc-
lion projects large and complex. The size and the complexity of construction 
projeds along with the problems of inflat ion, energy conservation, safety and 
environmental requirements, and stringent finaneia.l resources, have contributed 
to make construetion projed management challenging. r\evertheiess, construc-
tion productivity has been on the decline in the past decade [I). This has made 
productivity one of the most overriding ('oncerns in construction organizations. 
Accordingly , one of the critical management tasks faced by construction 
managers today, is to improve const.ruction productivity and thereby redu ce the 
construc t.ion costs without sac rificing the quality, the aesthetics or the maintaina-
bility, In rccell t years, the methods and techniques to improve construction pro-
ductivity have been the subject of extensive research. However, due to the highly 
competitive nature of this industry, the results of some of the research and 
development activities are kept proprietary. Consequently, the amount of current 
research data available in construction is very small compared with other indus-
tries [34]. Most of this research and development , however, is in response to solv-
ing immediate and pressing problems in the industry. Long-term programmatic 
research generally plays a minor role, yet could be vital in improving and sustain-
ing the growth in productivity. 
In developing and implementing any form of productivity improving tools 
and procedures for a construction project, it is first necessary to identify the 
functions having the greatest potential for construction productivity improve-
ment. Choromokos and McKee conducted a su rvey of the top four hundred 
Engineering-News-Record contractors in 1979 to identify these functions per-
ceived by constru ction executives of the respective organizations [5]. The same 
survey was duplicated in 1983 to identify the new trends. In these two surveys, it 
was recommended that effort should primarily be concentrated in the Cunctions of 
planning and scheduling, site supervision, and engineering design, besides the 
marketing practices of a construction organization [1,5]. 
This reveals that the degree to which a constructor predicts and foresees the 
planning demands of a project, schedules the limited and critical resources to fit 
those demands, and implements that schedule by effectively directing and 
supervising the labour, promotes construction productivity [18,27]. It i.las also 
been increasin gly recognized that the level of influence over the construction costs 
is great during the design phase of a project [37]. 
The next necessary aspect of construction productivity improvement is the 
understanding of the resources or the areas which contribute to construction pro-
ductivity, such as labour, equipment, material, management, and engineering [5]. 
This understanding is important, as construction productivity is increased or 
enhanced when these items are combined synergistically in such a way as to mul-
tiply their effects greater than each would do independently. 
However, the overall productivity of a construction project is influenced 
directly or indirectly by a host of factors. The degree of influence of each of these 
factors on each function, resource, or area is different for each type of operation 
of construction. Some of the dominant influencing factors are area layout, econ-
omy, management and engineering expertise, leadership, experience, skill, motiva-
tion, weather, working conditions, crew absenteeism, overtime, organizational 
structure, regulations, and resource utilization related to the project 
[2,3,16,18,21,24,40]. 
Considering these factors, various methods and techniques have been intro-
duced in the literature to improve construction productivity at different phases of 
a construction project [28]. Among them, the use of micro-computer based deci-
sion support systems, knowledge based expert systems, and operational research 
models are well known methods to improve productivity, and to minimize the 
cost of construction [11,42,43). 
The decrease in cost, and the increase in capability of computer systems 
have made computer based techniques accessible to the construction industry 
[22,35]. Therefore, computer based techniques are largely used in various areas 
and functions in the construction industry. Micro-computer based sp read sheets, 
data bases, critical path scheduling programs, modeling/simulation/optimization 
programs, office information and reporting systems, and expert systems are ena-
bling engineers to greatly enhance the construction productivity nowadays [19[. It 
is also interesting to note that some of the recently developed computer based 
simulators can be integrated with video methods of data acquisition such as time 
lapse photography, and linked with computers for data ext raction and statistical 
analysis 12Qj. 
The use of graphical and analytical operational research models to improve 
productivity, has also been a common practice in the construction industry. One 
early gain of the use of operational research models is that the planner is forced 
to think through the problem before the operation is executed. Too often, a con-
struction operation is thoroughly analyzed and thought out only after its execu-
tion is imminent or even already begun [34J. Therefore, the use of operational 
research models may assist to prevent cost overruns and productivity problems 
which typically appear to the management's attention only when the project is in 
its advanced stages, leaving little time for preventive or corrective measures. 
Linear programming, network analysis, queuing theory, probability concepts, sta-
tistical analysis techniques, and learning curve models are extensively utilized in 
developing operational research models to improve construction productivity 
11O, 13,14,23,25,38,3QJ. 
Though various methods and techniques introduced in the past have been 
used in various funct ions of improving construct ion productivity, those methods 
and techniques have their own limitations in different situations due to the 
custom-oriented nature of the industry. Yet, the recognition of the need for con-
struction productivity improvement is vital, owing to the size of its share of the 
gross national product or a country. 
Among the wide variety of operations on many construction projects , the 
earthmoving operation is very significant in terms of cost and productivity. 
Therefore, the productivity improvements in earthmoving operations can make 
substantial cost reductions in many construction projects. To improve the pro-
ductivity of an earthmoving operation, various methods and techn iques can be 
incorporated at different phases of a construction project. 
The development of feasible methods and the selection of appropriate equip-
ment to accomplish various activities at the planning and scheduling stage of an 
earthmoving project therefore, could be among the most important ingredients 
for successful competitiveness and profitability in a construction project. 
The selection of the most appropriate type, size, and number of machines for 
a particu lar earthmoving activity is therefore very significant in reducing the 
overall cost of a project. The development of a micro-computer based decision 
support system would enable the selection ot the most appropriate and economi-
cal type of equipment to be made, on the basis of suitability and availability for 
an earthworks operation. Thus, a micro-computer based decision support system 
to select the proper type, size, and the number of machines for a particular earth-
moving operation is introduced in this research. The system is developed for an 
IBM (or compatible) personal computer with 256 kilo-bytes of RAM. 
When there a.re several excavation a.nd fill areas present in the earthmoving 
operation, the overall cost can also be minimized by optimizing the distribution 
of the cut and fill quantities a.long the various haul routes. Often, the allocation 
of earthworks volumes between cut and fill areas are carried out on an 'ad hoc' 
basis. H this allocation and the cost fa.ctors involved in such operat ions are scru-
tinized, it will often be found that the optimal solution has not been obtained. 
However, an operational research model can be easily used as a tool to determine 
the optimal solution. Therefore, an operat ional research model which optimizes 
the earthmoving cost is also introduced in this thesis. 
1.2 Organ izatlo n of t he t hesis 
This thesis is primarily concerned witb the development of a micro-computer 
based decision support system wh ich enables the selection of the most economical 
group of equipment to be made on the basis of suitability and availability for a 
particular earthmoving operation. An operat ional research model is also 
developed to minimize the total earthmoving cost by optimizing the distribution 
of the cut and fill quantities along the various haul routes. 
In Chapter 2, the general description, and the structure of the developed 
micro-computer based decision support system (EQUIPS ELECT) to select earth-
mov ing equipment are outlined. 
The types of equi pment used in the system and t heir possible applications 
are fi rst discussed in Chapter 3. The selection process to find the suitable equip-
ment for a particular earthworks operation is then explained. 
Once the suitable types of equipment for a particular earthworks operation 
are selected, the next step in the developed system is to obtain the production 
rates ot all the models and sizes ot the selected types of machines. The methods 
used in the system to obtain these production rates are discussed in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 focuses on the selection of the most economical group ot 
machines, which has the minimum cost per unit volume ot material handled, 
(rom the available fleet of machines to suit the required schedule and the quan-
tity of the earthworks operation. 
If the user is unaware ot the hourly costs involved in any of the machines, 
the method or determining the probable costs of those machines is presented in 
Chapter 6. 
Development of the operational research model which minimizes the earth-
moving cost of an earthworks operation having several cut and fill areas, is intro-
duced in Chapter 7. 
Finally, in Chapter 8, the applications and qualities of the developed micro-
computer based decision support system and the operational research model are 
discussed. The thesis is concluded after a brief discussion of possible further 
improvements pertaining to this research. 
A descriptive instruction sheet on 'How to to use EQUIPSELECT', an exam-
ple problem on a fictitious earthmoving operation using EQUIPSELECT, the 
information stored in the data base, and the derivation of some of the equations 
used in finding the cost factors are given in the Appendices. 
CHAPTER 2 
MICRO-COMPUTER BASED DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 
TO SELECT EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT 
2.1 Introduetion 
The selection of appropriate machines, and the estimation of cost per unit 
volume of material handled, are common tasks encountered in the planning stage 
of any earthmoving project. However, the time available for finding the solutions 
to such problems is orten very short. Furthermore, errors and miscalculations in 
the selection and estimation process, in the earthworks operations, can have 
costly effects. The use of micro-computer based decision support systems not only 
reduces the time involved in such processes, but also improves the accuracy con-
siderably. Also, one of the many advantages oC using a micro-computer based 
decision support system is, its ability to perform sensitivity analyses which create 
a simple diagnostic capability. The development or a micro-computer based deci· 
sion support system can thererore greatly racilitate the selection or the most 
economical group or earthmoving machines hom the available fleet or equipment 
ror an earthworks operation. 
2.2 General description of the system 
The micro-computer based system described in this thesis (EQUIPSELECT) 
consists or a computer program, which simulates a consultation between an 
expert in equipment selection and a user. This system has a logica.lly structured 
knowledge base and a data base. The knowledge base consists of self-contained 
segments of knowledge in the form of 'iL.and ... then ... e\se' rules and algorithmic 
or closed-form solutions. The data base constitutes of information about the 
equipment being considered and the properties of different types of materials. 
The operation of the decision support system is similar to the operation of 
many computer programs. The system presents a series of questions, and tor 
some questions a series ot answers, for which the user has to respond according to 
the requirements and the conditions of the earthworks operation under considera-
tion. In the process of asking the questions, the system gives the user a brief idea 
about the current analysis and the relevance of the questions to the hypothesis 
pursued. The types of answers expected from the user are also indicated in the 
text of the questions to facilitate the answering process. Should extra information 
be necessary, the system then presents further questions. 
A descriptive information sheet on 'How to use EQUIPS ELECT' , as shown 
in Appendix A, is also provided to the user. This sheet may be used as a guide-
line in preparing the user (or prompt answering of the questions in the system. 
The system provides the tacility to incorporate changes according to the user's 
responses to some of the questions in the program, by going back to the previous 
questions. The user can also observe the intermediate outputs within the system 
at different stageJ of the program as it proceeds. 
A brief description of the developed system is discussed in the following sec-
tion. 
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2.3 Structure of the system 
The micro--computer based. decision support system tor the selection of earth-
moving equipment is developed using three main phases, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.1. Eleven different types of earthmoving equipment are considered. in the 
main menu. Selection of the suitable types of equipment for the earthworks 
operation under consideration is made from the main menu in the first phase of 
the system. In deciding the types of equipment suitable (or an earthworks opera-
tion the following (actors are considered ; 
(a) average intended haul distance, 
(b) requirement of transporting material on or across a highway, 
(el type of the operation, 
(d) power potential limitations of machines due to traction ability, 
and grad ability at the altitude of the working area, 
and (e) constraints and options applicable to the working area. 
In tbe second phase of the system, the production rates of all the models and 
sizes of the selected types of machines are obtained. The menu of the second 
pbase contains information on the models and sizes of eighty items of equipment 
from five different manufacturers. These models are given in Table A.I of Appen-
dix A. However, the prog, am contains a provision to include more types and 
models within reason, depending on the memory capacity of the micro-computer. 
Should this be required, relevant technical information would then have to be 
inserted. 
II 
Fig. 2.1 Block diagram or the system 
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The usable models of machines are ascertained by comparing the height and 
weight const raints that may he applicable to the site and to the haul road. The 
production rates or the usable machines are then deduced. In this process, the 
system takes into account the following fadors which influence the production 
rate of a machine: 
(a) properties of the material to be handled, 
(b) haul and return route distances , grades, and soil types, 
(c) overall job efficiency, 
and (d) type and capacity of the loading machines. 
Using the production rates obtained in the second phase of the system, the 
optimum combination of machines to suit the total quantity ot material to be 
handled, and the time allotted for the earthworks activity are then determined in 
the final phase of the system. In deciding the most economical group of machines, 
first, the availability of machines, and the physical feasibility to operate the 
number of each model of machine within the working area, are considered. The 
concept of effective equipment matching is also considered (or machines which 
requite a separate loading machine. The system next decides the number of 
machines that should contain in a group, to achieve the required rate of produc-
tion. The expected production rate ard the expected duration to complete the 
earthworks activity by each group of machines are then determined. 
To find the total cost of the operation, the owning and operating cost or the 
total rental cost of each machine, and the construction and maintenance cost of 
the haul and return routes or the access roads are ihen considered in the system. 
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Knowing the total quantity of material to be handled and the total cost outlaid 
by each group of machines, the system then finds the cost per unit volume of 
material of all t he selected groups of machines. 
The system presents the cost per unit volume of material handled, the 
expected production rate, and the expected duration to complete the earthworks 
operation, of each employable group of mach in es as an intermediate output. By 
comparing the unit cost figures, the system then selects and presents the most 
economical group of machines disregarding the sched uled duration of the opera-
tion. Finally, the most economical group of machin es tbat could complete the 
operation within the sc heduled duration is chosen and presen ted to the user. 
A detailed exp lanation of the three phases of the system is given in Chapters 
3,4, and 5. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SELECTION OF SUITABLE TYPES OF EQUIPMENT 
3.1 Introduction 
The types of equipment used in an earthworks project can differ enormously 
depending on a number or basic engineerin g fund amentals, such as job and 
material characteristics. It the work requirements of an earthworks operation are 
analyzed, it can often be found that, each job, to greater or lesser degree, is asso-
ciated with a unique set of job and material characteristics . Also, in general , the 
ty pes of equipment that have been designed fot each category of earthmovin g 
job, and their operating costs considerably vary under different operating cond i-
tions. Selection of the proper type of equipment fot a particular job is therefore, 
difficult and vital in reducing the overall cost of a project. 
The types of equipment used in the decision sup port system and their possi~ 
ble app lications are first discussed in this chapter. The selection process to find 
the su itab le types ot equipment for a particular earthworks opera.tion, is then 
exp lained. 
3.2 Types or equipment considered In the system 
There are various types of equ ipment used in earthmoving operations. How-
ever, in choosing the types of equipment for the developed system, the number of 
types of machines was limited to eleven, considering the memory ca.pacities of 
commonly available micro-computers. Also, in selecting these eleven types, more 
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priority was given to versatile machines , than to highly specialized ones. 
The eleven types of machines considered in the system are: 
(a) Track type tractors (TIT), (b) Wheel type tractors (WIT), 
(e) Track type loaders (TIL), (d) Wheel type loaders (WTL), 
(e) Standard scrapers (S5), (f) Tandem powered scrapers (TPS), 
(g) Elevating scrapers (ES), (b) Push-pull scrapers (PPS), 
(il Standard trucks (ST), (j) Four-wheel-drive trucks (4WDT) , 
and (k) Belt conveyers (Be). 
Eventhough motor graders are widely used in earthmoving operations , they 
are not considered in the system due to the fact that these machines are categor-
ized as utility machines. Therefore, the production figures are not available by 
the manufacturers. The important features, which are taken into account in 
choosing the above types of machines for the system, are brie8y discussed in the 
following sectioos. 
Track type tractors and wheel type tractors are the first two types of equip-
meot considered in the system. They are widely used in earthmoving operations 
and probably the most versatile of any of the earthmoving machines. By fixing 
different types of blades and attachments, these machines can be used to perform 
difficult jobs, such as ripping of solid or highly consolidated material, or clearing 
of land of timber and stumps, to fairly easy jobs like spreading of earthfill and so 
forth [6]. However, track type tractors and wheel type tractors are considerably 
productive only when the average haul length is 100 meters or less. AJso, due to 
16 
the nature or these machines, tractors are unable to operate on highways. 
The next two types of machines used in the system are track type loaders 
and wheel type loaders. A track type loader or a wheel type loader can be satis-
factorily and economically used as an excavating machine, a loading machine, or 
a transporting machine, up to an average baul distance of 200 meters. Because of 
their mobility, maneuverability, and versatility, these two machines are ideal for 
any earthmoving operation that involves picking up material, hauling, and dump-
ing. However, loaders are not usually allowed to transport material on highways. 
Standard scrapers, tandem powered scrapers, elevating scrapers, and push-
pull scrapers, which are the most IXlmmonly used four types of scrapers, are then 
considered in developing the decision support system. Some of the advantages of 
scrapers over the other types of earthmoving machines are the ability or seJ(-
loading and the ability of handling large quantities of material per cycle. When 
working with materials which are difficult to load or when poor traction condi-
tions exist at the cuts, the use or tandem powered scrapers or push-pull scrapers 
is warranted 115]. Scrapers are the most economical excavating and hauling 
equipment for large earthmoving operations, except where the route is sited on or 
across a public highway, or when the nature of the job prevents their use. How-
ever, scrapers are generally employed on earthmoving operations ror medium haul 
distances of up to about 2 kil~meters [6]. 
When large amounts of material are to be hauled over public roads to long 
distances, trucks are generally suitable ror most kinds of materials [30]. Since 
there has to be a separate loading machine to load a truck, the hourly production 
[7 
oC a truck partly depends on the hourly production of the loading unit. In 
developing the system, stalldard trucks and four-wheel-drive trucks, which are 
the most commonly used types of trucks, are considered. 
Finally, belt conveyers, which are sometimes used in the field of construc-
tion, are considered in the menu on types of equipment of the system. The 
significant advantages of belt conveyers over other means of haulage are their 
ability to cross adverse terrains, ability to deliver material continuously, and low 
maintenance and labour requirements. Environmental advantages and sa.re work-
ing conditions of belt conveyers are also particularly attractive compared to the 
other types of machines. Though the initial cost ot a belt conveyer is higher, it 
large quantities of material are to be transported, the belt conveyer becomes a 
feasible choice [6,15,30J. 
The factors to be considered in selecting the suitable types of eqllipment 
from the above eleven types of equipment for a particular earthworks operation 
are discussed in the following sections. 
3.3 Fadors considered in seleding the suitable types of equipment 
The concept ot the selection of the most appropriate types of equipment for 
a particular type ot earthmoving operation under consideration is diagrammati-
cally shown in Figure 3.1. As stated earlier in this chapter, there are eleven types 
of equipment listed in the menu on types of earthmoving equipment. The 
relevant technical information of each type of machine required in the knowledge 
base of the first phase of the system is stored in the data base. The corresponding 
l. Haul Oistance 
r---"'"-~--l 2. On/Off Highway 
'-__ ~~, 3. Type of Operation 
4. Traction Ability 
5. Altitude 
6 . Gradobility 
7 Constraints 8 Options 
Fig. 3.1 Phase 1 of the syst em 
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properties of various types of soils required in phase 1, ate also stored in the data 
base. The system can retrieve these inrormation from the data base as and when 
required. 
The choice of types of equipment fot an earthworks operation depends on 
many parameters. Among those parameters, only the rollowing important ones 
are considered in the system in selecting the suitable types of equipment: 
(a) haul distance, 
(b) on-off highway requirement, 
(e) type of operation, 
(d) power potential limiting factors , 
and (e) constraints and options that may be applicable to the working 
conditions. 
These influencing factors which are logically structured in the knowledge 
base are discussed below. 
The production rate of an earthmoving machine considerably varies with the 
average haul distance. This variation is grapbically represented in Figure 3.2. As 
shown in Figure 3.2, some types or equipment cannot be economically used to 
haul material outside a certain range. Since this is an inherent feature of the type 
of machine, it is required to consider the average intended haul distance of the 
operation in selecting the appropriate types of equipment for an earthworks 
operation. 
Most of the equipment considered in the menu on types of equipment of the 
. 
o 
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Fig. 3.2 The variation of production rate with haul distance of 
earthmoving machines 
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system are not allowed to travel on public highways. Tberdore, the requirement 
of transporting material on or across a highway is also important when selecting 
the appropriate types of equipment. The choice of earthmoving equipment 
depends upon the type of operation as well. Hence, it is necessary to take the 
type of operation such as, clearing land of timber, or spreading of eartbfill, also 
into account when selecting the types of equipment for a particular earthworks 
operation. 
The other factor which in8uences the selection of types of equipment for an 
earthworks operation is the power potential of the machine. It is required to 
assess the power potential of the machine in working against all the resistance 
forces to maintain its movement through-out the haul and return routes. The 
power potential of a machine is limited either by the maximum power output 
delivered by the power unit to the driving wheels, or by the maximum force 
which could be exerted without slipping the tires or tracks of the equipment on 
the supporting surface. As such, in assessing the power potential of a machine the 
two limiting factors, the grad ability and the traction ability, are needed to be 
considered. Furthermore, when a machine is operated in high altitudes, the power 
output decreases as a result of the decreased density of air. This decrease in the 
power output is re8ected in the machines gradability. However, this power loss is 
apparent only in naturally aspirated machines, and it is negligible for turbo-
charged machines. Therefore, the power loss due to altitude, or the altitude dera-
tion is also needed to be incorporated in the gradability calculation, if a naturally 
aspirated machine is to operate in high altitudes. 
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Finally, if there are any constraints applicable to operate any type of 
machine witbin the construction area, those constraints have to be taken into 
account in the selection process. Similarly, if there are any options or any speeial 
preferences to use a particular type of machine, those options should also be con-
sidered in selecting the appropriate types of machines. 
By considering all the above factors, it is possible to select the suitable types 
of equipment (or an earthmoving operation. The development of phase 1 of the 
system, which considers all the above influencing factors on the selection of the 
appropriate types of machines, is described in the next section. However, (or the 
sake of clarity in understanding and being able to apply the various factors in a 
selection, these factors are considered one at a time in the system. That is, while 
considering one influencing factor, it is assumed that the other factors remain 
subordinate in their effect. 
3.4 Development or Phase 1 
In the de .... eloped system, the selection of the appropriate earthmoving equip-
ment begins by requesting an answer to a question (Question 1 of Appendix B) on 
the haul distance requirement. The following ranges of average haul distances in 
meters are presented to the user as an aid, so that the anticipated average haul 
distance of the earthworks operation can be selected; 
(a) average haul distance ~ 100, 
(b) 100 < average haul distance ~ 200, 
(c) 200 < average haul distance ~ 2000, 
and (d) average haul distance> 2000. 
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As shown in Figure 3.2, some types of equipment cannot be economically 
used to haul material outside a certain range. Therefore, from the economical 
baul distance ranges given in Figure 3.2, the following logic as depicted in Table 
3.1 is developed . 
Table 3.1 Types of equipment unsuitable lor dilIerent ranges of haul distance. 
(The symbols represent the machines given in page 15) 
Average intended haul distance (m) Unsuitable types of equipment 
haul disance :$; 100 none 
lOO<haui distance::; 200 TTT, WTT 
200<haui distance :$;2000 TTT, WTT, TTL, WTL 
2000 < haul distance TTT, WTT, TTL, WTL 
SS, TPS, ES, PPS 
Table 3.1 is used in the system, in selecting the types of machines to suit the 
average intended haul distance. Arter deciding the types of equipment which can 
be economically employed to suit the average haul distance of the earthworks 
operation under consideration, the system proceeds by asking a question regard-
ing the on-off highway need (Question 2 of Appendix B). 
Since, most of the types of machines considered in the system are not 
allowed to operate on highways, the system eliminates certain types of equipment 
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to suit the user's requirement to transport material on or across a public high-
way. Eventhough, trucks are usually allowed to operate on highways, there may 
be certain limitations on weight and height. Since these limitations are separately 
considered at the beginning at phase 2 of the system, all the trucks are COn-
sidered as operable on highways at this stage. Therefore, in the logic relevant to 
on-off highway requirement, if the user needs to transport material on or across a 
highway, only the standard trucks, the four-wheel-drive trucks and the belt con-
veyers are taken as suitable. Otherwise, all the types of machines are taken as 
suitable for the earthworks operation. Once the types of equipment suitable for 
the earthworks operation are selected considering the haul distance and the on-off 
highway requirement, the selected types of machines are then considered for 
further requirements. 
For the purpose of considering the type of operation intended to perform, 
the foHowing most common types of earthmoving operations are presented to the 
(a) clearing land of timber and/or stumps, 
(b) clearing construction sites and debris, or clearing the Hoors 
of borrow or quarry pits, 
(c) excavating from slope or excavating from wide cutting, and hauling, 
(d) clearing stock pile or handling of bulk material, 
(e J clearing snow, 
(fl opening up pilot roads through mountains and rocky terrains, 
(g) maintaining haul roads, 
(h) back filling of trenches, 
(i) spreading of earth fill, 
(j) final spreading, 
(k) excavating from vertical face or cutting with wide slopes 
(Vee shaped ditches), and hauling, 
{Il scraping and spreading or dumping, 
and (m) shallow cutting or cutting trenches, and hauling. 
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The user is asked to choose the most apposite operation or operations (Ques-
tion 3 of Appendix B) related to the job under consideration from the above set. 
Considering the capabilities of each type of machine used in the system, the suit-
able types of equipment to perform the above types of operations can be summer-
ized as given in Table 3.2. According to the user 's choice, the suitable types of 
equipment are assigned fOf possible utilization using Table 3.2. 
In addition to the above factors , the power potential of a machine, limited 
either by the traction ability or by the gradability, is then considered in selecting 
the types or suitable earthmoving machines. The maximum gradient that a belt 
conveyer can operate is limited by a number of factors such as the type of 
material handled and the construction of the belt. Due to the complexity of 
incorporating these Cactors in developing the system, the belt conveyers are 
exempted from the traction ability and the grad ability checks. 
Table 3.2 Types or equipment unsuitable ror different earthmoving operations. 
(The symbols represent the machines given in pa.ge 15) 
Type or operation 
(a) clearing land or timber and/or stump~ 
Unsuitable types or equipment 
TTL, WTL, SS, TPS, ES, 
PPS, ST, 4WDT, Be 
(b) clearing construction ~ites and debris, or Be 
clearing the ftoor~ or borrow or quarry pit~ 
(c) excavating rrom ~lope or excavating from wide 
cutting, and hauling 
(d) clearing stock pile or bandling or bulk material 
(e) clearing ~now 
(l) opening up pilot road~ through mountains 
and rocky terrain~ 
(g) maintaining haul road~ 
(b) back filling of trencbe~ 
(i) spreading earthfill 
(j) finalspreadin, 
(It) excavating rrom vertical race or cutting witb 
wide slopes (Vee ~baped ditches), and bauling 
(I) scraping, and ~preading or dumping 
(ID) shallow cutting or cutting trenches, 
aDd haulin, 
BC 
WTT, TTL, WTL, SS, TPS, 
ES, PPS, ST, 4WDT, Be 
ST, 4WDT, Be 
BC 
TTL, WTL, Be 
TTT, WTT, TTL, WTL, 
ST, 4WDT, Be 
S8, TPS, ES, PPS 
TTL, WTL, ST, 4WDT, Be 
TTT, WTT, TTL, WTL, 
55, TPS, ES, PPS 
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In the questions related to the traction ability and the grad ability considera-
tions (Questions 43, 4h, Sa, and 5b of Appendix B) , the user is requested to 
choose the appropriate soil types of the haul and return routes from a set of 
seven soil types. The types of soils considered in the system are very hard or con-
crete, hard or well compacted gravel, dry clay or gravel , wet clay or loose earth , 
dry sand, wet sand or loose gravel, and snow. These seven kinds of soils are 
chosen as they represent most of the commonly available haul surfaces. However, 
the traction ability and grad ability checks arc performed on ly on those sectors of 
the haul and return routes, which the user suspects as slippery or difficult to 
climb. To perform these checks, the grade resistance factors (GRF) oC the 
specified sect ions are required and this inCormation is requested Cram the user. 
In the grad ability check, the user has the option to consider the altitude 
derating as well, iC he intends to perrorm the earthworks operation at a high alti-
tude (Quest ions 4a and 4b of Appendix B). The derating factors or different types 
of machin es with altitudes were collected rrom the relevant manufacturers hand-
books [4,9,17,36,41J, and stored in the data base of the system (Table C. 1 of 
Appendix C). In developing mathematical models ror the above two checks, the 
traction ability and the gradability are separately considered. 
3.4.1 Traction ability check 
Although both the traction ability and the grad ability influence the power 
potential of machines, in developing the t heory for the traction ability check , it is 
considered as if traction ability governs the selection. 
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The maximum power ot an engine of a machine which is designed to travel 
on a road, can be utilized only it sufficient traction exists between the driving 
wheels or the tracks, and the travel surface. If the traction between the wheels or 
the tracks, and the su rface is not sufficient, the wheels or the tracks will slip on 
the haul surface limiting the power transmission. In the event of limiting the 
power transmission due to traction, the usable pull tor a given machine can be 
given as [6] : 
Usable pull = (coefficient of t raction). (weight on the driving wheels) . (3.1) 
Clearly, the usable pull increases when the weight on the driving wheels 
increases. Therefore, the worst situation which occurs when the machine is in the 
unloaded cond ition, is considered in cheeking the traction ability. The weight on 
driving wheels can be represeDted as a percentage of the tare weight of the given 
machine. Therefore, (3.1) can be re-arranged as 
Usable pull = (coefficient of traction). (0). (tare weight of machine) (3.2) 
where 0 is the percentage weigh.t on the driving wheels of the tare weight of the 
machine. 
It may be assumed that for a given type of machine used in the system, the 
value of Q of all the models and sizes of different manufacturers, remains reason-
ably unchanged. Hence the average value of cr for all the models of the given type 
of machine is taken (or the traction ab ility check. Also, for both track type 
machines aDd for all-wheel-drive machines, the value of a is 100%. The a values 
of different types of machines used in the system [4,9,17,36,4 11 are shown in 
2. 
Table C.2 of Appendix C. These /l values are stored in the data base in order to 
be retrieved when required. 
In general, to move a machine on a haul surface, the usable pull has to be 
greater than the total resistance forces acting on the machine. This can be 
expressed as : 
usable pull> total resistance. (3.3) 
Neglecting all the internal resistance forces such as the wheel bearing friction 
force, and the drag (orce due to wind, the total resistance can be taken as the 
sum of the rolling resistance and the grade resistance. The rolling resistance is the 
resistance to the movement of a machine over level ground. This may be 
expressed as a percentage of the total weight of the machine and load [6]. This 
percentage is called the rolling resistance factor (RRF) . The grade resistance is 
the resistance due to the gravity effect of the weight of the machine acting 
against the movement of the machine. The grade resistance can also be expressed 
as a percentage of the total weight of the machine and load. This percentage is 
called the grade resistance factor (GRF). Therefore, the total resistance to the 
movement of the machine can be expressed as 
total resistance = [(GRF) + (RRF)] . (tate weight of machine) , (3.4) 
where GRF = grade resistance factor, 
and RRF = rolling resistance factor. 
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Substituting (3.2) and (3.4) in (3.3) 
(coefficient ot traction).(o).{tare weight ot machine) > [(GRF) + (RRF) ] 
(tare weight of machine) , 
(coefficient of traction).(a) > [(CRF) + (RRFd. (3.S) 
Hence the power limitation due to traction in a machine can be checked using 
(3.5). The variables in (3.5) can be found as explained in the following sub-
sections. 
3.4.1.1 Coefficient of traction 
The coefficient of traction is a Cunction of the surface in contact. The 
coefficient or traction between rubber wheel tires and road su rfaces varies with 
the type of road, the tread on the tires, and with the nature of the road su rface. 
For crawler tracks, it varies with the design of t he grouser and the road surface. 
For both the rubber wheel and the crawler type tracks, it is difficult to find the 
exact coefficient of traction. However , for estimating purposes like equipment 
selection the values (4,6,3O,33J given in Table C.3 of Appendix C are accurate 
enough. 
The coefficients of traction for different ground surfaces are stored in the 
data base. According to the user's choice OD the type of soil, the corresponding 
coefficient of traction values are retrieved from the data base. 
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3.4.1.2 Rolling reslstanee fadol' 
The rolling resistance factor depends upon a number of factors such as 
ground condition and soil type, tire pattern, tire pressure, speed of the machine, 
and wheel bearin g fri ction. For t rack type equipment, the rolling resistance is 
essentially a constant value independent of ground conditions, because the 
machine lays its own traveling surface as it advances. Generally, the values of 
drawbar pull which are supplied by the manufacturers, have already accounted 
for the rolling resistance for track type machines. Therefore, for simplicity of cal-
culating the total resistance, the RRF of all track type machines are assumed as 
negligib le. 
Neglecting the effects of ti re pattern, tire pressu re, air friction , and wheel 
bearing friction , the RRF of wheel type machines for different ground surfaces are 
approximated as given in Table C.3 of Appendix C [4,6,30,33). These RRF values 
are stored in the data base along with the coefficients of traction. Depending on 
the user's choice to the type of soil in the question related to the tract ion ability, 
the relevallt RRF is retrieved from the data base. 
3 .4.1.3 Grade resistance ractor 
In the questions pertaining to the traction ability and grad ability checks, the 
user is supposed to give the GRF values of the required sectors of the baul and 
return routes which are slippery or difficult to climb. 
Ollce all the factors in (3.5) are obtained as explained in the above sections, 
it is possible to check the t raction ability of all the types of machines for these 
critical sectors of the haul and return routes. 
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3.4.2 GradabiJity cheek 
The power required to move and to work earthmoving equipment is provided 
by an engine or by a prime mover. When a machine is loaded , the available 
power at the wheels or at the tracks should be sufficient to move the machine 
against all the resistive forces. As far as the economy of an earthmoving opera· 
tioD is concern ed, all the machines used should be powerful enough to haul a 
sufficient amount of material along the worst and the difficult portions of the 
haul road. It the power available is not sufficient to carry its rated load, the load 
can be reduced or a machine with more power can be used. Therefore, in the gra-
dahility calculations of the system, fot a given machine to provide a reasonable 
load per cycle the minimum economical pay load is assumed as 75% of the rated 
load or recommended operating load. However, due to the nature of track type 
tractors and wheel type tractors neither the rated load nor the recommended 
operating load is given in the manufacturers ' specifications. Therefore, to obtain 
the maximum gradability of tractors, an alternate method is used and explained 
in Section 3.4.2.1. 
As explained in Section 3.4.1, the total resistance to the movement of a. 
machine is equal to the sum of the rolling resistance and the grade resistance. To 
move a machine against the total resistive forces, the available power at the 
wheels or tracks shou ld be greater than the total resistance at the wheels or 
tracks. This can be expressed as 
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(available power at wheels or tracks) > (total machine weight) 
. [(CRF) + (RRF) 1 ' (3.6a) 
where GRF = grade resistance factor, 
and RRF = rolling resistance factor. 
As explained earlier in tbis section, the total machine weight is equal to the 
sum of the tare weight of the machine and 75% of the rated or the recommended 
load. Therefore, (3.6a) can now be rewritten as 
(available power at wheels or tracks) > [(EW) + O.7S(RW)] 
[(CRF) + (RRF) 1 ' (3.6b) 
where E\V = tare weight of the machine in kg, 
and RW = rated load of the machine in kg. 
The maximum available power at the wheels or tracks of a machine is the 
maximum drawbar pull of the machine in the first gear, when operating at its 
rated horse power. The maximum dra.wbar pull values can be obtained from the 
rimpull charts of each machine given in the manufacturers' hand books. The rim-
pull chart is a graphical representation or the variation of maximum drawbar pull 
values at different gears with different speeds. The power loss due to operating a 
machine at a higher altitude is reflected in the gradahility of the machine and 
this must be considered in job estimations. Manufacturers give these altitude 
deration factors as a percentage of the flywheel power. By incorporating the 
power loss due to altitude in (3.6h), it can be written as 
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(DR) (AP) > [(EW) + O.75(RW) ]. [(GRF) + (RRF) ] , (3.7) 
where DR = derating factor due to altitude (%), 
and AP = maximum drawbar pull in the first gear. 
Therefore, from (3.7), the GRF of the road should satisfy the following relation-
ship in order to move a machine: 
~ (AP) ] (GRF) < (DR) L(EW) + O.75(RW) - (RRF) (3.8) 
3.4.2.1 Gradability cheek (or tractors 
As mentioned before, the rated loads or the recommended operating loads of 
track type tractors and wheel type tractors are not given in the manufacturers 
literature due to the nature of these machines. In order to perform the gradabil-
ity check for track type tractors and wheel type tractors, the following alternate 
,method is developed. 
Instead of the rated load, the manufacturers provide the maximum drawbar 
pull values of these two types of machines in different gears and at the rated rpm 
(revolutions per minute). These drawbar pull values are used to obtain the grada-
biJity as explained below. 
It is assumed that a soil load is being pushed by a tractor in an up-hill as 
shown in Figure 3.3. When the soil load is equal to the rated load of the tractor, 
and when the machine is operated at a high altitude, considering the equilibrium 
of the load at the limiting conditions 
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Fig. 3.3 Force configuration of tractors 
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(Tm) . (DR) = (RW). [(GRF) + (RRF,) ] , (3.9a) 
where Tin = maximum forward drawbat pull at the blade in the first gear at the 
standard altitude, 
DR = derating factor due to altitude, 
RW = rated load of the machine, 
GRF = CRF of the load and machine, 
and RRFJ = RRF of the load. 
Wben the machine is pushing a load equivalent to 75% of its rated load, at the 
limiting conditions 
T = 0.75 (RW). [(GRF) + (RRF,) ] , (3.9b) 
where T = drawbar pull required to push 75% of the rated load. 
From (3,9a) and (3,9b) 
T = 0.75 (DR) Tm. (3.10) 
Therefore, tor these two types of machines, (3.7) cao be re-arranged as 
(DR). (AP) > (EW). [ (GRF) + (RRF) ] 
+ 0.75 (RW). [(GRF) + (RRF,) ]. (3.11a) 
Using (3.9b) and (3.1130) 
(DR) . (AP) > (EW). [(GRF) + (RRF) ] + T . (3.11b) 
Substituting (3.10) in (3.llb), to move the machine and the load against all resis-
tive forces 
(DR).(AP) > (EW). [(GRF) + (RRF) ] +0.75(DR).Tm. (3.11<) 
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Therefore to push the load , the GRr of the mach ine shou ld satisfy the following 
condition: 
[ (AP) - 0.7.T m ) (GRF) < (DR). (EW) - (RRF). (3.12) 
where CRF = grade resistance factor, 
DR = derating factor due to altitude, 
AP = maximum drawbar pull in the first gear, 
T m = maximum forward drawhar pull at the blade in the first gear at the 
standard altitude, 
EW = tare weight ot the machine in kg, 
and RRF = rollin g resistance factor. 
Hence trom (3.8) and (3.12), in order to move a machine, the CRF of the road 
should satisfy the following condition: 
where 
(GRF) < (DR). (k) - (RRF). 
k = (AP)-0.7.Tm 
(EW) for TTT and WTT 
(3.13) 
(3.14.) 
k = (AP) Co< TTL, WTL , 55, TP5 , E5 , (3.14b) (EW) + 0.7. (RW) 
PPS, ST, and 4WDT. 
(The symbols bave the same meaning as given in (3.12) and page 15). 
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In (3.13) the values of grade resistance factor (GRF) and rolling resistance 
factor (RRF) can be obtained as outlined in Sections 3.4.1.2 and 3.4.l.2. Accord-
ing to the user's answers to the questions related to the altitude of the working 
area, it is possible to find the corresponding altitude derating values (DR). 
The k values of all the models and sizes of track type tractors and wheel 
type tractors are evaluated using (3.1480). For all the other types of machines 
except belt conveyers, the corresponding k values are evaluated using (3.14b). 
Although the value of k significantly varies with the type of machine, the varia-
tion with the capacity of a machine is very small. Therefore, it is justifiable to 
use a constant k value for a given type of machine irrespective or its capa.city. 
However, to obtain a reasonable value for k, the smallest value of k wbich gives 
the lowest gradability is considered. The k values of all the types of machin~ 
except belt conveyers are given in Table C.2 of Appendix C. These values are 
stored in the data base to use in the gradability calculation. Thus utilizing {3.13} 
and the user's input parameters in response to the relevant questions, the system 
checks the grad ability of different types of machines. 
After checking the traction ability and the grad ability of the selected types 
of macbines for the suspected sectors of tbe haul and return routes which are 
slippery or difficult to climb, tbe remaining machines are finally considered for 
the constraints and options applicable to the working conditions. 
According to tbe user's past experience, the user may find that some of the 
selected types of machines are not suitable for the earthworks operation. The sys-
tem provides the user an opportunity to incorporate such constraints by asking a 
3. 
question related to it (Question 6ll. of Appendix B). In response to this question, 
the user can delete the unsuitable types of machines from the selected set of 
machines. However, some or all of the unsuitable types of machines could be util-
ized, by fixing special attachments or by changing the operating conditions of the 
earthworks operation. The user may accommodate such variations by responding 
appropriately to the relevant questions (Question 6b of Appendix B). 
fillally, by considering all the above factors separately, the system decides 
the suitable types of machines for the earthworks operation. These suitable types 
of machines are then presented to the user as an intermediate output. 
In the second phase of the system, the production rates of all the models and 
sizes or these selected types or machines are determined. The ractors considered 
and the development of phase 2 of the system are discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4-
PRODUCTION RATES OF EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT 
4.1 Introduction 
The estimation of probable production rates of various machines involved in 
different operations is important in any construction project, as this is a prere-
quisite for many vital functions such as costing, scheduling, and so Corth. Produc· 
tion rates of earthmoving equipment which can be estimated by various methods, 
are affected by a host of factors. Some of these factors can be easily viewed 
before the execution of work, but many of them can not be. Also, some of the 
factors influencing the production rates of machines are subtle and difficult to 
assess. In this study, only the most influential factors on production rates are 
considered. 
In this chapter, the most significant factors which influence the production 
rates are first briefly discussed. Then, the development of phase 2 of the system, 
along with the methods used to obtain the production rates of all the models and 
sizes of the selected machines from phase I of the system, is explained. 
4.2 Factors in8uencing produetlon ra.te 
The production rate of a machine is basically the amount of material the 
machine can handle in a given period of time. This amount of material depends 
on several factors. Among them, the design features and the capabilities of the 
machine are the most dominant. AJso, the production rate depends upon the pro-
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perties of the excavated material, the loading and hauling activities, the haul and 
return roule conditions, the output of the loading machine, and the overall job 
efficiency_ These factors influence the production rates of machines diifereDt\y. 
Therefore, the system calculates the production rates of machines using different 
methods. 
4.3 Development of Phase 2 
Suitable types of equipment for a particular earthworks operation have been 
selected in phase 1. The next step in the selection process is to obtain the produc-
tion rales of all the models and sizes of the selected types of machines. These 
rates arc obtained as outlined in Figure 4.1. 
First , the system displays the models and sizes of the types of machines 
selected. Then the user is requested to assign the limiting values on weight and 
height that may be applicable to the construction site and to the haul and return 
routes (Questions 7, 8, and g or Appendix B). The consideration of weight and 
height limitations is essential to ensure that each machine can travel and be 
operated without any restriction within the required area. The operating and 
traveling heights, and the operating weight of each hauling machine are stored in 
the data base for these comparisons. Once the usable models are ascertained by 
comparing the limiting values with the operating and traveling heights, and the 
operating weights of the models given in the data base, the production rates or 
the remaining machines are determined. 
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the production rates of earthmoving equipment 
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depend on several factors. For the calculation of production rates, the eleven 
types of machines considered in the system are grouped into four different 
categories according to the nature of the machine. These categories are 
(a) track type tractors and wheel type tractors, 
(b) track type loaders, wheel type loaders, standard scrapers, tandem 
powered scrapers, elevating sc rapers , and push-pull scrapers, 
(e) standard trucks and four-wheel-drive trucks, 
and (d) belt conveyers. 
4.3.1 Theoretical production rates of track type tradors and wheel 
type tractors 
Production rates of track type tractors and wheel type tractors vary depend-
ing on 
(a) type and size of the machine, 
(b) shape and size of the blade, 
(el average baul distance, 
(d) density or the material, 
(e) hardness of the cut or the stockpile, 
(r) total resistance on the machine, 
and (g) overall job efficiency. 
Ideal production rates of track type tractors and wheel type tractors for 
different types of blades, witb average haul distances are usually given in 
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manufacturers' handbooks. However, in the developed system, the production 
estimates are carried out only ror the standard straight blade, which is the most 
versatile. These ideal production rates, which have been estimated under the fol-
lowing operating conditions, are stored in the data base [4,17 ,36] : 
(a) density of material 1370 kg/rn3 (loose), 
(b) moderate hardness of material at the cut, 
(e) 0% of total resistance factor, 
and (d) 100% overall job efficiency. 
To obtain the theoretical production rates of track type tractors and wheel 
type tractors, the ideal production rates given in the manufacturers' hand books 
have to be corrected according to the anticipated working conditions [4,36]. The 
theoretical production rate of these two types of machines can be expressed as 
(TP) ~ (IP) . (CD). {CHI. (CR), 
where TP = theoretical production rate 1m3 (Ioose)/min], 
IP = ideal production rate 1m3 (Ioose)/min], 
CD = correction factor due to density, 
CH = correction factor due to hardness of stockpile or ground, 
and CR = correction factor due to total resistance. 
(4.1) 
The ideal production rates, and the correction factors due to d O]sity, hard-
ness, and total resistance are found as explained below. 
In the question related to the distances a.nd the conditions of the haul and 
return routes (Question 12 of Appendix B), the user is first requested to assign 
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var ious sectors to the haul and return routes. The difference in the sectors being 
dependent on the soil type and the grade. The system then provides a tab le 
showing these sectors, so that t he relevant GRF values, and the soil types can be 
inserted. In deciding the soil types, the user is givcll a set of seven soil types, 
similar to those prov id ed in Question 5a of phase I. A.5 exp lained in Sections 
3.4.1.2 and 3.4. 1.3, the system then determines the total resistance factors of 
individual sectors oC the haul and return routes. By adding the ind ividual dis-
tances given to the sectors of t he haul route, the system finds the total haul dis-
tance of the earthworks operation as well. Then, using the production rates 
stored in the data base, the ideal production rates corresponding to the total hau l 
distance of the mach in es are deduced. 
The nature of the material to be handled is basically represented by the soil 
properties and the degree ot hardness ot the stock-pile or the ground. In the ques-
tions related to the nature of the material (Quest ions lOa, lOb , and II of Appen-
dix B), a set or nine material types and a set or four stoc k-pile types are 
presented to the user to select the suitab le combination. The densities, the bucket 
fi ll tactors (BFF), and the coeffic ients of bulking of these nine types of material 
considered in the system are stored in the data base [4,15,33,36) as shown in 
Table CA at Appendix C. AJso, the user may opt to insert any type of material 
in addition to the provided nine types. Should this be needed the density, the 
bucket fill ractor, and the coefficient or bulking 01 the new type ot material have 
to be prov ided. Event hough the BFF and the coeffic ient of bulking are not 
required in calculatin g the production rates at track type tractors and wheel type 
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tractors, they are required in obtaining the production rates of the other 
machines considered in the system. 
As the ideal production rate ot (4.1) is given for materials of density 1370 
kg/m3(loose), the correction factor due to density (CD) is always given in the 
manufacturers' literature as 
(CD) = density o:~~~ material' (4.2) 
The correction tactors due to bard ness of the stock-pile or the ground, and 
the correction factors due to total resistances can be found in the manufacturers' 
hand books [4). These values are stored in the data base of the system (Tables 
C.S and C.S of Appendix C). Therefore, according to the user's response to the 
question on hardness of the stock-pile or the ground, the correction factor on 
hardness (CH) is retrieved from the data base. In finding the correction factor 
due to the total resistance (CR), the system first obtains the maximum total 
resistance or the haul road. The total resistance or the haul road is determined in 
the system as explained in Section 3.4.1. Then the corresponding correction factor 
on the total resistance is obtained Crom the data base. 
By the use of these correction factors, and the ideal production rates of track 
type tractors and wheel type tractors, the theoretical production rates can be 
found using (4.1). 
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4.3.2 Theoretical production rates or track type loaders, wheel type 
loaders, and scrapers 
Theoretical production rates of loaders and scrapers are related to the 
amount of material handled per cycle, and to the cyele time of the machine. 
(TP) ~.s., 
t, 
(4.3) 
where TP = theoretical production tate [m3(loose)jmin], 
Lc = material handled per cycle [m3(loose)], 
and te = cycle time [minI. 
The maximum amount of material handled per cycle of track type loaders, 
wheel type loaders, scrapers, and trucks, is limited either by the capacity of their 
buckets or bowls, or by their rated pay loads [4,15,36]. If the equivalent weight of 
the heaped capacity of the bucket or the bowl is greater than the rated pay load, 
the maximum amount of material handled per cycle is governed by the rated pay 
load. Whichever situation governs the maximum load per cycle, the amount of 
material the bucket or the bowl can load also depends on the type of material. 
Therefore, to obtain the actual amount of material which can be scooped or 
loaded per cycle, the heaped capacity of the bucket has to be multiplied by the 
bucket fill factor (BFF). 
The BFF depends on the type of material and the shape of the bucket. How-
ever, the variation of BFF with the shape of the bucket is negligible. Therefore, 
the effect due to the shape of the bucket is ignored in the system. 
To obtain the amount of material handled per cycle, the heaped capacities 
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and the rated pay loads of different models and sizes of loaders, scrapers, and 
trucks are stored in the data base. 
The 8FF and the density ot the material to be handled are obtained from 
the questions related to the nature of the material (Questions lOa and lOb of 
Appendix B). Since the beaped capacities and the rated capacities or all the 
models and sizes of loaders and sc rapers are stored in the data base, it is possible 
to find the load per cycle or each machine using the following equation. 
(H,) . (BFF) R, if (1I,) . (OFF) < 0;-
L,~ R, if~«H,). (4.4) 0;- D\ (BFF) 
where Lc = material handled per cycle [m3(loose)J, 
Hv = beaped bucket capacity [m3l, 
BrF = bucket fill factor of the material bandied, 
Re = rated load of the machine [kg], 
DI = density of the material handled [kg/m3(loose)]. 
The cycle time oC a machine is the sum oC the load and maneuver time, the 
haul and return time, the dump and maneuver time, and the delay time. The 
sum of the load, maneuver, and dump times is called the fixed time as it is fairly 
constant over any given equipment regardless oC the travel time. The fixed times 
of loaders and scrapers obtainable Cram tbe manuCacturers' catalogs are also 
stored in the data base along witb the heaped capacities. 
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The time taken for the haul and return journeys is known as the variable 
time. It depends on the distances, conditions, and grades of the haul and return 
routes. The variable time also depends on the type, the model, and the possible 
average speed of the machine. Depending on the soil types and the grades, if 
there are ", sectors in the haul route and ll2 sectors in the return route, the total 
variable time of a machine is given by 
i_n, j-n. 
'.= E (';)b+ E (';), (4.5) 
i_I i-I 
where tv = total variable time [minI, 
(ti)h = time taken to travel the jth sector of the haul route [minI, 
and (ti ). = time taken to travel the lh sector of the return route [minI. 
To find the time taken to travel any sector of the road, it is required to 
know the average travel speed of the machine along that sector. The maximum 
speed of a machine over a particular se<:tion of the haul or return route under a 
specific total resistance value can be obtained from performance charts given by 
the manufacturers. However, since the machine may not operate at its maximum 
speed over the whole length of the road, the maximum speed must be changed to 
a practical average \'alue to compensate for the acceleration and deceleration of 
the machine [30,33[. This average speed is determined by multiplying the max-
.mum possible speed of the machine on a given section of a road by a speed fac-
tor. Then the average travel speed within the k~h sector of the haul or return 
route can be expressed as 
(4.6) 
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where (Sah. = average speed of the machine in the kth seclor [m/minl, 
(Srn)k = maximum speed of the machine in the kth seclor [m/min], 
and (SFh = speed factor of the machine within the kth sector. 
Among the several variables which determine the speed factor of a machine, 
the more dominant ones are the mass.-to-power ralio, and the length and grade of 
the road [33]. To find the speed factors, all the machines are first categorized into 
three groups according to their mass-to-power ratios. Then for these three 
categories, the speed factors for different grade resistance factors (GRF) and for 
different haul distances are obtained [33] and stored in the data base as shown in 
Tables C.7a, C.7b, and C.7c of Appendix C. 
The total resistance to the movement of a machine on each sector can be 
found by similar arguments to those of Section 3.4.1. The variation of maximum 
speeds of machines with the total resistance of the haul and return routes are 
stored in the data base using the performance charts of machines. Therefore, the 
maximum speed that a machine can attain over a certain sector of the route can 
now be found using the speed versus total resistance values. 
Once the distance, the maximum speed, and the speed factor are known, it 
is possible to find the travel time for a particular sector. Hence the total variable 
time of each machine can be obtained from (4.5). Using the fixed times of each 
machine stored in the data base and the corresponding variable times, the system 
can Snd the cycle time. In doing so, the delay time is assumed to be zero, a.s it 
will be taken into account in finding the overall job efficiency. Equation (4.3) can 
now be used to find the theoretical production rates of loaders, and scrapers. 
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4.3.3 Theoretical production rates of standard trucks and rour-wheel-
drive trucks with loading machines 
The theoretical production rate of a tru ck always depends on the production 
rate of the loading machine. Therefore, the theoretical production rate of a truck 
should necessarily be the combined production rate with the loading machine 
used. 
The method of determining the production rates of trucks with loading 
machines is almost similar to the method of determining the production rates of 
track type loaders, wheel type loaders, and scrapers. However, with trucks, the 
production rates are determined as a combined output with different loading 
machines. When determining the combined production rates, the physical compa-
tibility of loading machines with trucks has to be first considered. This ensures 
that the horizontal and vertical reaches are adequate to perform the loading 
operation efficiently, and that the load per cycle of the loading machine is compa-
tible with the load per cycle of the truck. 
The fixed time (or trucks can be written as 
tr= t[+tm+td' 
where tr = fixed time (min], 
t[ = )('l' ding time (min}, 
tm = maneuvering time (min], 
and td = dumping time (min] . 
(4.7) 
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In the above equation, the value of (tm + tdJ for trucks usually varies 
between 1.8 minutes to 2.0 minutes [4,6,411. In the developed system the average 
value of {tm + tdJ is taken as l.Q minutes. The loading time, t] , depends on the 
production rate of the loading machine. 
In finding the loading times, the rollowing four types of loading machines are 
considered: 
(a) tront end loaders, 
(bl hydraulic backhoes or face shovels, 
(el cable operated power shovels, 
and (d) draglines. 
The average cycle times of these four types of loading machines {4,6,8,15] are 
stored in the data base (Table C.S of Appendix C). In the questions related to the 
loading machines (Question 14 of Appendix B), the user is prompted to input the 
M'ailability and the available number of models of each of the loading machine. 
The heaped capacities of all the available models are then requested. With the 
knowledge of the BFF of the material to be handled and the average cycle times 
of the four types of loading machines, the system determines the production rates 
of the loading machines using the following formula: 
(H.),. (BFF) (TP), = ----, (t,ll 
where (TP)I = theoretical production rate of Lhe loading machine 
[m3(loose)jmin], 
(Hvll = heaped capacity of the loading machine [m3], 
(4.8) 
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BFF= bucket fill factor of the material handled, 
and (te)l= average cycle time of the loading machine [minI. 
The user has the option to input other types of loading machines in addition 
to front end loaders, hydraulic backhoes or face shovels, cable operated power 
shovels, and draglines. Should this be required, the type and the models of those 
machines, and the corresponding production rates would then need to he inserted. 
Once the production rates of all the models of loading machines arc known, 
it is possible to find the approximate loading time for each combination of truck 
and loading machine using (4JJ). Assuming tha.t the loading activity is carried out 
using only one loading machine, the approximate loading time, t], can be written 
(H,) . (BFF) 
tl~~' 
where H.,. = heaped bucket capacity of the truck [m3], 
BFF = bucket fill factor of the material handled, 
and (TP1! = theoretical production rate of the loading machine 
[m3(loose)jminJ. 
(4.9) 
Once tl (or a given set of truck and loading machine is known, using (4.7), 
the system finds the fixed time of that set of machines. The variable time 
corresponding to the truck can be found using (4.5) and (4.6) as explained in Sec-
tion 4.3.2. Therefore, witb the knowledge of the cycle time and the material han-
died per cycle, {4.3} can be used to calculate the combined production rates of 
trucks with loading machines. 
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4.3.4 Theoretical produdion rates or belt eonveyers 
In order to use a belt conveyer as a hauling machine, a separate loading 
machine is needed to feed the belt at a uniform rate. Therefore, the production 
rate of a belt conveyer, invariably is affected by the production rate of the load-
ing machine. However, as the possible combinations of belt conveyers and loading 
machines are not known at this stage, the maximum production rates of belt con-
veyers are determined neglecting the effect of loading machines. The evaluation 
of combined production rates of belt conveyers with the available loading 
machines, which required to find the most economical group, is discussed in the 
next chapter. 
Tbe amount of material that can be transported by a belt conveyer in a 
given time is equal to the product of the cross sectional area of the material and 
the distance of travel during that time. The cross sectional area of the material 
moving on the belt depends on the width of the belt, density of the material 
being transported, the angle of the troughing idlers, and surcharge angles oC the 
material. However, based on commonly used values oC the surcharge angle Cor 
bulk material and a 350 angle oC troughing idlers, the area of cross section of 
material varies from O.075w2 to O.123w2, where w is the width oC the belt in 
meters, depend ing on the density of the material being handled [81. In this cross 
sectional area of material, it is assumed that the belt is loaded from the feeder to 
90% of its full width. The estimated theoretical production rate can be given as 
[8,30j 
(TP) ~ k w' S, 
where (TP) = theoretical production rate [m3(Joose)jminJ, 
( 0.123 
k ~ 0.075 
if material density ~ 1780kg/ m3(loose), 
otherwise, 
w = width of the belt [m], 
and S = speed of travel of belt 1m/minI. 
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(4.10) 
In the questions related to belt conveyers, the user has the option either to 
give theoretical production rates, or to give design features of the belts, such as 
the widths and the speeds of travel of belts. As the density of the material han-
died is known, if the user is not aware of the production rate of any belt coo-
veyer model in the fleet, the theoretical production rate is determined using 
(4.10). 
In addition to this, if the belt conveyers are available in the fl eet of loading 
machines, the same facility is provided to find the production rates. 
Once the theoretical production rates or all the models or selected types or 
hauling machines and all the loading machines are obtained, the actual produc· 
tion rates are determined by consid ering the overall job efficiency as a common 
factor ror all the machines in the system. 
4.3.6 Overall job eflieleney 
The actual production rate that can be expected from a machine can consid-
erably differ from the theoretical production rate, depending on the overall job 
efficiency. In determining the overall job efficiency , the user has the option either 
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to suggest a value or to use the facility in the system. 
Among the many factors that influence the overall job efficiency of an earth· 
moving activity, the working conditions, condition of the equipment, efficiency of 
the management, and workers' experience, skill, and attitude are the most imper-
tanto If the user (ails to suggest a value for the overall job efficiency , the system 
determines the overall job efficiency by considering the above four influencing 
(actors. These (our factors, however, influence each type of machine in different 
magnitudes. Various authors and manufacturers of earthmoving equipment, have 
given different ratings (or the above four factors depending on the relevant degree 
of contribution. After scrutinizing the values given in the literature [4,8,36]' the 
ratings given in Tables C.g and C.lO of Appendix C are used in the system. As 
the overall job efficiency can be represented by the number at minutes actually 
worked in an hours time, it may be written as 
(4.11) 
where 110 = overall job efficiency in actual working minutes per hour, 
11w = efficiency rating due to weather, visibility , and working time at the 
day, 
11e = efficiency rating due to equipment condition and working space, 
11m = efficiency rating due to management condition, 
and 11d = efficiency rating due to operator's skill, experience, and attitude. 
Depending on the user's response to the relevant questions (Questions 15a, 
15b, and 15c ot Appendix B), the system assigns different ratings to the efficiency 
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factors using Tables e,g and C.IO of Appendix C. 
Once the overall job efficiency ('10) is obtained either by using (4.11) or (rom 
the value given by the user, the system finally calculates the actual production 
rates of all the machines as follows: 
(AP) = (TP) . '0, (4 .12) 
where AP = actual production rate [m:t(loose)jhr], 
and TP = theoretical production rate [m3(1oose)/min]. 
At the end of phase 2, the estimated production rates of all the selected 
models and sizes of hauling and loading machines are displayed on the screen. In 
the final phase of the system, the most economical fleet of machines is deduced 
using the actual production rates estimated in phase 2. This is elaborated in the 
next chapter. 
CHAPTERs 
SELECTION OF THE MOST ECONOMICAL 
GROUP OF MACmNES 
6.1 Introduction 
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The main objective of construction management is, to accomplish all the 
operatiolls related to a project according to the required specifications and stan-
dards within the scheduled time at the least possible cost. For example, in an 
earthmoving project, it is paramount that the selection of earthmoving equip-
ment be done carefully, so that it meets the required standards and production 
rates, at the minimum cost per unit volume of material to be handled. Apart 
from the cost and production rate considerations, it is also important to consider 
the impact on the effective utilization of other related equipment. 
Selection of the most economical group of machines from the available 
equipment for the earthworks operation is carried out in the final phase of the 
system. In developing the final phase, the production rates, the physical feasibili-
ties, and the cost per unit volume of material handled are considered. This 
chapter is focused on the development of the final phase of the system. 
6.2 Faetors eonsidered in selecting the most eeonomical group of 
machines 
The most economical group from a fleet of machines is determined on the 
basis of the least cost p(!r unit volume or material handled. In doing so, it is 
necessary to find the cost per unit volume of material handled by each group of 
machines. The cost per unit volume of material handled depends on the total cost 
incurred by the group, and the total volume of material handled. To find the 
total cost, the number of machines in the group and their individual costs have 
to be known. The cost of an individual machine may include various cost com-
ponents such as owning and operating cost, mobilization and installation cost, 
and road construction and maintenance cost. 
The number of machines required from a particular model for an earthworks 
operation depends upon the required rate of production of the earthmoving 
activity and the anticipated rate of production of the machine. The required rate 
oi production is a function of the total quantity of material to be handled and 
the time allotted for the earthmoving activity. Once the required rate of produc-
tion and the anticipated rates of production of all the models and sizes of 
machines are known, it is possible to find the number of machines required from 
each model to meet the required rate of production. Moreover, it is important to 
keep at least one extra machine to compensate for any breakdowns, delays, or for 
unfavorable, unforeseen circumstances [281. However, it may not be possible to 
employ the required number of machines of a particular model for the earthworks 
operation, either due to a limitation on availability of the model, or due to the 
physical feasibility of operating the required number of machines within the 
confines of the construction site. It is therefore necessary to consider these two 
constraints, before deciding on the number of machines required. 
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Wben the required number of machines for the earthworks operation is less 
than the available number of machines, it is possible to form a group of machines 
by combining with other models of the same type of machine. The number of 
such combinations which can be formed is very large. Therefore, to limit the 
memory requirement to 256 kil~bytes, it was decided to use only two combina-
tions. These two combinations are formed by combining the model with the 
available next large and the next small capacity models of the same type of 
machine. 
Once the total cost incurred by each group of machine is known, it is possi-
ble to find the cost per unit volume of material using the total quantity of 
material to be handled. The development of phase 3, and the mathematical and 
logical approach used in the system to find the most economical group of 
machines are discussed in the next section. 
5.3 Development or Phase 3 
Once the actual production rates or all the models and sizes or hauling and 
loading machines are known, the next step is to decide the most economical 
group of machines in the fleet. This is achieved in the system as shown in Figure 
5.1. 
At the beginning of the third phase, the final phase of the system, the user is 
requested to provide the total quantity of material to be handled, the time allot-
ted for the earthworks operation, and the intended working hours per day during 
the period of construction. However, the number of working hours per day during 
6 . Owning 8 Operating Cos 
Selection of 
the Most Economical 
Groupof M/Cs 
Fig. 5.1 Phase 3 or the system 
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the time span of the earthworks operation may vary to allow for the maximum 
US3ge of daylight. To take this situation into account, the user has to provide the 
number of such time intervals of the earthworks operation, the number of work-
ing hours per day during each time interval, and the corresponding durations, in 
the appropriate questions (Questions 16, 17, and 18 of Appendix B). Once these 
arc known, it is possib le to calculate the required ratc of production to meet the 
schedule of the earthworks operation, using the following equation: 
(S.!) 
where (R?) = required rate of production to m~t the schedule 1m3 (looseJjhr], 
Q~ = total quantity of material to be handled [m3(loose)], 
p = number of time intervals bavlng different number of working hours 
per day during the earthworks operat ion, 
hwi = number of working hours per day during the itlt time interval 
of the earthworks operation, 
D. = scheduled duration of the operation in working days, 
and Dti = duratio() of the ith time interval in working days. 
Tbe system then requests the user to input the number of machines avail-
able of each model and size in the entire neet, and to suggest the number of 
machines that could be operated withi() the working area (Question 19 of Appen-
dix BJ. However, due to the memory capacities of the available micro-computers 
on most construction sites, the maximum number of machines of each model and 
size that is available or re~ible is limited to ten. The available number of 
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machines from each model and size is the lesser of the two values given by the 
user in response to the question on the availability and the physical feasibility. 
In selecting the most economical group of machines, the next major objective 
is to obtain the cost incurred by each group of machines. To obtain the total 
cost, it is first required to know the owning and operating cost or in the event of 
renting the total rental cost, and the transportation and mobilization cost. As a 
substantial amount of money is required to construct and maintain the haul and 
return routes necessary for the earthworks operation, this cost component is also 
to be known in evaluating the total cost. Accordingly, the system enables the 
user either to suggest a value tor the cost per hour of each machine, or to utilize 
the facility in the system to find the individual costs. Kevertheless, for both these 
situations, the user has to provide the miscellaneous cost consisting of the tran-
sportation and mobilization cost, and the road construction and maintenance 
cost. A detailed explanation of the method used in the system to find the rates of 
expense and the miscellaneous cost is given in Chapter 6. 
To find the total cost involved in each group, it is necessary to find the 
number of machines needed to achieve the required rate of production. However, 
the method of deciding this number is different for each type of machine. 
Depending on the method used to determine the number of machines required to 
suit the required rate at earthmoving, the eleven types of machines considered in 
the system are categorized as follows: 
(a) track type tractors, wheel type tractors, track type loaders, wheel 
type loaders, and scrapers, 
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(b) standard trucks, four-wheel-drive trucks, and loading machines , 
and (e) belt conveyers and loading machines. 
6.3.1 Cost per unit volume of material handled of trade. type and wheel 
type tractors, track type and wheel type loaders, and scrapers. 
The individual production rates of all the models and sizes of the above 
types of machines were determined in phase 2 of the system. If the individual 
actual production rate of a model is known , the number of machines required 
from that particular model to meet the required rate of earthmoving can be writ-
ten as 
(RP) 
n,= (AP) 
where llr= required number of machines , 
RP = required rate of production [m3(loose)/brJ, 
and AP = actual rate of production [m3(loose)jhr]. 
(5.2) 
However, as mentioned in Section 5.2, it is always desirable to keep at least 
one extra machine to compensate for possible delays and unfavorable cir-
cumstances. Therefore, the actual number of machines required for the earth-
works operation is decided by adding one to the integer value of or obtained from 
(5.2). 
The available number of machines of a particular model, na.' under con-
sideration mayor may not be adequate to furnisb the full requirement or There-
fore , the following five possible cases are considered in toe system, in finding the 
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machines suitable for a group. The number of cases are limited to five , due to the 
memory limitations of generally available micro-computers. 
case ii - D&>O" 
case iii - Da. = Dr - 1, 
case iv - Da = or - 2, 
case v - otherwise. 
The methods used to obtain the expected production rates, the total cost 
incurred in handling a unit volume of material, and the expected duration of the 
above five cases are explained separately in the following sections. 
6.3.1.1 Case i-Number of maehines available is equal to the number or 
maehlnee required ( D .. = Dr ) 
In tbis case, the number of machines available of the model is equal to the 
Dumber required for the earthworks activity. Assuming that the production rates 
of all the machines of the model under consideration are equal, the total produc· 
tion rate of the group can be given as 
(EP) = n, . (AP) 
where EP = expected production rate of the group [ml(Joose)/hrJ, 
nr = required number of machines for the earthworks activity, 
and AP = actual production rate or a machine [m3(1oose)jhr]. 
(5.3) 
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i_n, 
Therefore, the rate of expense of the group can be written as E (Eli, where (El; 
i_I 
is the rate of expense of the jth machine excluding the miscellaneous cost of the 
model under consideration. However, the miscellaneous cost due to the road coo-
struction and maintenance cost can be treated as a common cost to the group of 
machines. Therefore, 
;E"(E);.Q, . 
i_I ,_ n. 
total expense of the group = ~ + (He) + i~/~·{C)i' (5.4) 
where Qt = total quantity of material to be handled (m3(1oose)], 
He = cost due to road construction and maintenance of the 
type of the ill! machine [dollars]' 
and (MC)j = transportation, and mobilization and demobilization cost of the jtll 
machine (dollars). 
Therefore, the cost to haul a unit volume of material, Ct , in dollarsl 
m3 (loose), is given by 
(5.5) 
The expected duration, De, in working days, of the earthworks operation is 
obtained using the rollowing method: 
There are a number ot time intervals having different working hours per day . 
within the time span ot the earthworks operation. Therefore, in finding the 
expected duration, De. for a given group of machines, it is first required to find 
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the time interval number, fi , at which the earthworks operation is completed. 
In this situation, at the end ot the (m_l)th time interval 
(EP) '-E-') h., D" < Q" m=1 ,2, .. . ,p. (5.6.) 
i_I 
where EP = expected prod uction rate oC the group [m3(Joose)jhr], 
hwi = number oC working hours per day during the ith time interval 
of the earthworks operation, 
Dti = duration of the jth time interval in working days, 
Qt = total quantity of material to be handled [m3(1oose) ], 
and p = total number ot time intervals having different number of working 
hours per day during the time span of the earthworks operation. 
Similarly, at the end of the m th time interval 
(EP) 'r h., D" ?: Q, , m=1,2, ... ,p (5.6h) 
i_I 
Therefore, it is possible to find the time interval number, m, which satisfies (5.680) 
and (5.6b). However, there may exist a 'm' which satisfies (5.6a) and dissatisfi es 
(5.6b). In this situation, 'm' is assumed as equal to ' p', and the number or work-
ing hours per day during the pth time interval, h.,..p. is assumed to remain 
unchanged until the completion of the operation. 
Using the m value obtained , the expected duration, De, can be evaluated 
from the following expression: 
(5. 6,) 
6.3.1.2 Case U - Number or machines available is greater than the 
number or machines required (D.>nr ) 
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When the available number of machines, 0a' is greater than the required 
number of machines, or> the latter has to be selected from Oil machines. To obtain 
the group which gives the minimum cost, it is first required to select the or 
number of machines having the lowest rate of expense or the model under con-
sideration. Once these machines are identified, using (5.3), (5.5), and (5.6), it is 
possible to find (EPl, Ct , and De of each group as explained under Case i. 
5.3.1.3 Case iii - Number of machines available is equal to tbe number 
or machines required less one ( D. = Dr - 1 ) 
When the available number or machines is equal to the required number of 
machines less one, a group is formed with the available number of machines. 
Then (EP), Ct , and D~ can be obtained as explained under Case i. 
5.3.1.-4 Case iv - Number of machines available Ls equal to the number 
of machines required less two ( na = nr - 2 ) 
When the available number of machines is equal to the required number of 
machines less two, the following two combinations are considered in the system. 
(a) a group consisting of na machines of th ~ model being considered, and one 
machine of the same type having the next large capacity. 
(b) a group consisting of na machines of the model being consid ered , and one 
machine of the same type having the next small capacity. 
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In th is situation, to find the expected production rate, and the rate of 
expense of the group, it is necessary to consider the actual production rate and 
the rate of expense of the next small or the next large capacity machine which is 
added to the group, as well. Then as explained under Case i, the expected pro-
duction rates , the cost incurred to handle a unit volume 01 material, and the 
expected duration of the group can be found. 
6.3.1.5 Case v - Any other combination 
If the number of machines available does not belong to any of the above four 
cases, the model being considered is treated as unsuitable for the earthworks 
operation. This provis ion is made primarily to avoid the possibility of having 
very large combinations in t he computer program. 
5.3.2 Cost per unit volume of material handled for trucks with loading 
machines 
The combined actual production rates of t rucks and loading machines , the 
production rates of load ing machines, the cycle t.imes, and the loading times of 
t ru cks, which were evaluated in phase 2 of the system, are used in findillg the 
Ilumber of machines required. 
To decide on an efficiellt and an economical group of trucks and loading 
machines, it is first necessary to filld the Ilumber of loadi'lg machines needed to 
meet the required rate of production. This is found using (5.2) as explained in 
Section 5.3. 1. However, in comparing the required number of machines wit b the 
available numbers, out of the five cases exp lained ill Section 5.3.1, the Case iv is 
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not considered. This is avoided, because combining of models would be difficult 
and complicated when matching different sizes of loading machines with hauling 
units. 
Once the number of loading machines required for the earthworks operation 
is decided, the expected production rates of the individual groups of loading 
machines are determined using the following equation: 
(EPIt ~ (n,),. (AP)" (5.7) 
where (EP)] = expected production rate of the group of loading machines 
[m3(loose)Jhour], 
(n r)] = number of loading machines in the group, 
and (AP)] = actual production rate of a loading machine [m3(loose)JhourJ. 
When selecting the hauling machines, they have to be matched with the 
loading machines, as their production rates depend on each other. It there are 'a' 
number of groups of loading machines which can be formed with the available 
types and numbers or loading machines, and there are 'b' number of models of 
trucks available with a contractor, then the total number of possible types of 
combinations becomes 'ab'. All of these 'ab' combinations are considered in the 
system in obtaining the most economical group. Though there are various schools 
of thought applied in matching or balancing the trucks with .he loading 
machines, the most simple and common method which is explained below, is used 
for all the possible loader-truck combinations [6,301. The number of trucks of a 
particular model required, nr> to match with the loading machines being 
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considered, can thus be written as 
(5.8) 
where te = cycle t ime of the truck with the loading machine, 
t] = loading time of the truck with the loading machine, 
and (0,)1 = required number of loading machines. 
In the above equation , always one additional hauling unit is included in 
order to compensate for any possible delays due to breakdowns , personnel delays 
and so forth. [0 forming the possible groups of trucks, the checks for the a.vail-
able number of machines, and for the physical feasibility to operate the machines 
are then considered in the system as explained in Section 5.3.1. In deciding the 
number of trucks in a group, Case iv in Section 5.3.1.4 is neglected to avoid the 
combinations of different models of trucks as explained earlier. 
Once the group of machines which consists of loading machines and trucks is 
decided , the next step is to find the possible production rate of the group. The 
possible production rate of the group [(EP),I is governed by the lowest value of 
the total independent production rate of the group of loading machines, and the 
total combined expected production rate of the loader-truck combination. Here, 
the total combined expected production rate of the loader-truck combination can 
be found using (5.3). However, for the loader -truck combination, the values of 
(AP) are the combined actual production rates instead or the actual production 
rates. Knowing the expected production rate of the loader-truck group, the total 
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expenses incurred can be found as 
total expense of the group 
i_n, i-(n,), 
E (MC), + E [(MC)'[j (5.g) 
i_I j-I 
where (Eli = rate of expense of the jth truck in the group [dollars/hour], 
(E,)j = rate of expense of the jth loading machine in the group 
[dollars/hourI. 
Or = number of trucks in the group, 
(O,)J= number or loading machines in the group, 
Qt= total volume of material to be handled 1m3 (loose)], 
(EP), = expected production rate of the group [m3(1oose) / hourI, 
He = road construction and maintenance cost [dollars]' 
(MCl; = transportation, and mobilization and demobilization cost of the jth 
hauling machine [dollars], 
and [(MC)tlj = transportation, and mobilization and demobilization cost of the 
lh loading machine [dollars]. 
Therefore, the cost to haul a unit volume or material to he handled, Cu is 
given by 
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The expected duration to complete the earthworks operation, De' is found 
using (5.6) as explained in Section 5.3.1.1 . However, for the truck-loader combina-
tion, the value of (EP), has to be used for (EP) in {5.6}. 
5.3.3 Cost per unit volume of material handled of belt conveyers with 
loading machines 
As explained in Section 4.3.4, the production rate of a belt conveyer always 
depends on the production rate of the loading machine. Therefore, in finding the 
most economical group of machines, it is required to find the combined produc-
tion rates of belt conveyers with the available loading machines. 
The number of loading machines needed to achieve the required rate of pr~ 
duction can be found using (5.2) and as explained in Section 5.3.1. By comparing 
the required number of loading machines with the available number, the loading 
machine groups are found as explained in Section 5.3.2. As the individual produc-
tion rates of loading machines are known, the production rates of each group ot 
loading machines can be evaluated using (S.7). The same method is employed in 
finding the number of belt conveyers needed to meet with the required produc-
tion rate, the number of machines in a group, and tile group production rates of 
belt conveyers. 
Once the groups are decided for all the belt conveyers and the loading 
machines independently, the expected combined production rate of each group of 
belt conveyers with each group of loading machines is then obtained. Since the 
group production rates of belt conveyers and loadillg machines are also 
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interdependent, the expected combined group production rate is always the 
lowest ot the group production rate of belt conveyers and the group production 
rate ot loading machines. The cost per unit volume of material to be handled 
and the expected durations are evaluated using a method similar to that of Sec-
tion 5.3.2. 
By comparing the cost per unit volume of material to be bandied of all the 
groups of machines, the system then determines the most economical group of 
machines (or the earthmoving operation. Moreover, the most economical group of 
machines which meets the scheduled duration is also found in the system. Furth-
ermore, the cost per unit volume of material bandied, the expected duration and 
the expected production rates of all the employable groups of machines in the 
ent.ire fleet are also given as outputs in the system. 
An example problem of a fictitious earthmoving operation to select the most 
economical groups of machines is presented in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER 6 
COST FACTORS INVOLVED IN EARTHMOVING 
6.1 [n trod uction 
The methods of determining the probable cost involved in a group of 
machines to perform an earthworks operation are complex. Among the available 
methods, none will give an exact cost value under all operating conditions. This is 
because, the operating costs of earthmoving machines are influenced by many 
factors which may alter fairly rapidly not only with the time but also with the 
location. However, as the selection of the most economical group of machines 
from the available fleet of machines for an earthworks operation is based upon 
the total cost and the hourly production rates, the accurate estimation of the 
total cost for a group is of vital importance. 
In this chapter, the cost ractors involved in earthmoving and the develop-
ment. or the cost model used in the system are explained. 
8.2 Cost factors involved in earthmoving equipment 
Generally, a contractor may eit.her use his own equipment or lease the equip-
ment to employ on an earthworks operation. If cost is the only factor to be con-
sidered, the method or selection of the equipment should be the one which pro-
vides the lowest cost to operate equipment under the given operating conditions. 
Depending on the method of acquiring the equipment for employment in the 
earthworks operation, the cost factors involved would differ. As such, the costs 
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involved in owned equipment and the costs involved in rented equipment are 
separately considered in this chapter. 
Irrespective of how the equipment is acquired, it is important to know the 
specific cost categories involved in the earthworks operation, to properly perform 
an operating cost estimate. However, the indirect costs such as overhead expenses 
are disregarded in the cost model, as tbey affect all the equipment equally, 
regardless of the nature and the size of the group of equipmellt. 
6.3 Costs involved in owning equipment 
When employing the owned equipment for an earthworks operation, there 
are two categories of costs which should be recognized for cost estimation pur-
poses. They are the ownership cost and the operating cost. 
The ownership cost represents the cost that would be incurred whether the 
equipment is actually working or not. It is usually related to the calendar time. 
The operating cost is the cost incurred in actually operating the equipment and it 
is related to the actual production time ot the operation. 
8.3.1 Ownership eost 
The ownership cost is the expense that the owner ot an item ot equipment 
contemplate to protect the investment and to evaluate its value. The following 
main cost factors which contribute to the ownership cost, are considered in the 
system in developing the cost model. They are the costs due to : 
(a) depreciation , 
(b) interest, 
(c) property taxes and licenses, 
(d) insurance, 
and (e) storage and security [6). 
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These cost factors are separately explained in the following sub-sections. 
However, the interest, property taxes and licenses, insurance, and storage and 
security costs are usually incurred annually and are based all the equipments' 
average book value during the year. Therefore, all those costs are explained in 
one section. 
6.3.1.1 Depreciation 
Depreciation is the loss of value of a piece of equipment over time due to 
deterioration and obsolescence. There are several methods of calculating 
equipment's depreciation. However, the three methods that trequently used and 
approved by the tax authorities are the straight line method, the declining bal-
ance method, and the sum ot the year digits method [6,301. Out or the above 
three methods the sum ot the year digits method, which provides an intermediate 
depreciation compared to the other two methods, is used in developing the cost 
model in the system. The amount to be depreciated is based on the total initial 
cost ot the equipment. Thererore, the extra accessories, delivery charges, and so 
on are subsumed into the initial equipment cost. As tires are not expected to last 
as long as the machine, the tire costs are deducted trom the initial machine cost 
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and regarded as an operating cost. The grouser of track type machines is, how-
ever, considered as part of the initial machine cost [6) . 
Using the sum of the year digits method , the depredation cost during the xth 
year, (DC)~ , in dollars can be given by [(0.1) of Appendix D] 
(DC), = (6.1) 
where Po = Free On Board (F.O.B) price of the equipment including the 
accessories (dollars), 
P d = total delivery cost (dollars), 
p~ = cost of a new set of tires, if applicable (dollars), 
p . = salvage value or resale value of the machine after N years (dollars), 
N = estimated useful life of the machine (years), 
x = the year being considered (1 :::; x :5 N) , 
and z = any integer number between 1 and N (1 ~ z :5 N) . 
6.3.1.2 Investment cost due to interest, taxes, Insurance, &nd storage 
There ate many other costs, besides depreciation , in the ownership of equip-
ment. Among them, the interest on the money invested, the property taxes and 
license fees, the insura.nce charges, and the costs incurred due to storage and 
security are the most dominant. These cost components can be figured based on 
an average yearly book value of the equipment over its useful life. Therefore, the 
total investment cost, due to interest, taxes, insurance, and storage during the xth 
,. 
year, (IC)J! in dollars, can be found using the following equation [(D.7) of Appen-
dix DJ : 
(6.2) 
where Px % = interest charges per annum, 
t~ % = property taxes and license charges per annum, 
jJl % = insurance per annum, 
SJI. % = storage and security charges per annum, 
(Delli. = depreciation during the xth year (dollars), 
x = the year being considered (1 .s x .s N) , 
and z = any integer between I and x (I .s z .s x) . 
Since the annual ownership cost is equal to the sum of the costs due to 
depreciation, interest, property taxes and licenses, insurance, and storage and 
secu rity , the rate of total ownership cost per operating bour during the x th year, 
(Eown)Xl in dollars per hour, can be written as 
[(DC), + (IC), 1 
(E,.,), = y , (6.3) 
where (DC)x = depreciation cost during the xth year (dollars), 
(IC)~ = investment cost during the xth year (dollars), 
and y = the number or hours the machine is anticipated to operate 
during the xth year, and (I ::; x ::; N) . 
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6.3.2 Operating eost when owning equipment 
Equipment operating costs are the expenses that are affiliated with the utili-
zation of the equipment. Generally, operating costs are the outlay due to 
(a) fuel or power consumption, 
(b) service of the machine, 
(c) major maintenance and repairs of the machine, 
(d) tire replacement and repairs (it applicable), 
and (e) operator's wages including fringe benefits [4,6]. 
The above five items are considered in the system in finding the total operat-
ing cost. The mathematical approach to obtain each of those cost factors is 
explained below. 
6.3.2.1 Fuel or power consumption cost 
The hourly fuel consumption cost is obtained by multiplying the fuel con-
sumption rate of the prime mover of the equipment, by the cost of each liter of 
fuel being used. But, for belt conveyers, the prime mover can be an internal 
combustion engine or an electric motor. If a belt conveyer is powered by an elec-
tric motor, the power consumption cost can be obtained by multiplying the 
power ot the motor in kW, by the electric tariff charge of the area, in 
dollars/kil~Watt-hour. Whichever the power source is, the fuel or the power con-
sumption rate varies with the load and operating conditions oC the equipment, 
and also on the operator. However, owing to its complex ity, the variation of fuel 
consumption due to the operator is not considered in the system. To obtain the 
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fuel consumption rate under the expected operating conditions, the average fuel 
consumption rate or the equipment has to be multiplied by a load factor, Kit to 
compensate tor it. The average fuel consumption rates or all the machines except 
belt conveyers and loading machines are stored in the data base [4,g,17,36,41]. 
The load tactor is different tor internal combustion engines and electric 
motors. Also, the load ractor or an internal combustion engine varies with the 
type of equipment. However, in the developed system these variations bave been 
disregarded as their effect on tile overall cost is insignificant. The load ractors tor 
different operating conditions, listed in Table 0.2 ot Appendix D represent the 
average K, values, were obtained by scrutinizing the fuel consumption tables and 
load factor guides of various manufacturers 14, 17,33,36, 41J. 
Although, the most accurate method of determining the power or fuel con· 
sumption rate is the actual measurement under similar job conditions, the follow· 
ing method is used in the system, for estimation purposes. 
(FC) ~ K, F,C" 
where Fe = fuel or power consumption eost (dollars/hr), 
KJ = load factor, 
(6.4) 
Fe = average fuel consumption (liters/hr), or power consumption (kW), 
and Cr = cost of fuel (dollars/liter) or electricity tariff charge (doliars/kWb). 
6.3.2.2 Service cost 
Labour and material required for routine maintenance, hydraulic fluid, lubri· 
cants, and filters ate commonly treated as equipment service cost. This cost 
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depends on the operating conditions and the operator. However, as the fucl coo-
sumption cost is also dependent upon the operating conditions and the operator, 
it is possible to relate the service cost as a percentage or the fuel consumption 
cost [32]. Therefore, assuming average conditions, the hourly service cost (Se) 
can be obtained using the following exp ression [26,30] : 
(SC) ~ t (FC) . (6.5) 
6.3.2.3 Major maintenance and repairs cost 
The major maintenance and repairs cost is normally the largest single item 
of the operating cost which includes all the direct costs related to the activity. 
Minor repairs cost normally follows an upward stair-step pattern since major 
olltlays tor repairs usually come in spurts [4]. Although, these maintenance and 
repairs costs may occu r years apart, they should be charged by hours of opera-
tion. 
The major repairs cost component of the operating cost of equipment tends 
to rise over the life of the machine. In estimating the major repairs cost, actual 
cost experience on similar work provides the best basis for establishing the hourly 
repairs cost. However, when local records are inadequate or not available, the fol-
lowing method may be used as an alternative [26,32,361. The cost of tires (if 
applicable), is deducted from il.e total expenses, and the ti re repairs cost is 
separately assessed. However, like in the depreciation calculations, the cost of 
tracks of track type machines is included in the calculations [32]. 
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(6.6) 
where (RC)% = repairs cost per hour during the xth year, 
and K2 = repair factor which depends upon the type or machine and 
the operating conditions. 
AU the other variables bave the same meaning as given in Section 6.3.1.1. 
The average K2 values for different operating conditions obtained from 
manufacturers' handbooks and various publications [4,8,30,32,33,361 are given in 
Table 0.2 of Appendix D. 
6.3.2.4. Tire replacement and repairs cost 
Estimation of the tire replacement and repairs cost is difficult owing to the 
inabil ity to accurately estimate the tire life. The tire replacement cost can be 
found using the following formula [301 : 
hourly tire replacement cost = e~~~::e: ~~: l~;:~: ~~:s . (6.7) 
In the above formula the useful life span of a set of rubber tires is affected 
by many factors. The tire industry has made numerous surveys on tire perfor-
mance and bas arrived at a system which gives rough estimates of tire lite. By 
scrutinizing a number of tire life estimation methods, the following simp le 
method is used in the cost model of the system {4]. 
tire lire (hrs) = 3000 K3 , (6.8) 
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where K3 is the tire life factor which depends on the operating conditions of t ires. 
Though the value of K3 depends on the type of machine as well, for simpli-
city this has been neglected. The valu es of K3 for various operatin g conditions [41 
are given in Table D.3 of Appendix D. 
Tire repairs cost may be estimated as a percentage or the tire rep lacement 
cost. In t he cost model, the tire repairs cost is taken as 15% of the tire replace-
ment cost [26,30,32]. Thererore, t he tire replacement and repairs cost, (Tel, in 
dollars per operating h OUT, of the mach ines having rubber t ires, can he written as 
l.15Pt 
(Te) ~ 3000 K, ' 
where P t = cost of a new set of ti res, if app licable [dollars]. 
6.3.2.6 Operators' wages 
(6.9) 
The operators' wages have both a direct and an indirect bearing on the total 
operaing cost. The direct effect depends on the amount the operator is paid per 
hour which varies accordin g to the prevailing local wage rates. Though t here is 
an indirect cost involved by the mann er in which the operator treats t he equip-
ment, it is not considered in the cost model a.s it is very subjective. In finding the 
direct expense, the number of operators involved in the operation is importan t. 
The operators' wages should include, the costs such n.!! t he fringe benefits, work-
ers' compensation insurance, and taxes on wages. Operators' hou rly wages incJud-
ing all those cost components is represented by (OC) in the cost model. 
By adding all t he above cost components, the total operating cost d uring the 
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xth year when owning the earthmoving equipment, [(Eope)o Ix) in dollars per hour, 
can be written as 
I(Eo,,),I, ~ (FC) + (SC) + (RC), + (TC) + (OC) , 
where Fe = fuel or power consumption cost [dollars/hrl, 
SC = hourly service cost [dollars/hr], 
(RC)" = repairs cost per bour during the xth year [dollars/hr], 
TC = tire replacement and repairs cost [dollars/ht]' 
and OC = operators' hourly wage including fringe benefits [dollars/brl. 
(6.10) 
Therefore, from (6.3) and (6.10), the total hourly ownership and operating 
cost during the xth year is {[(Eownllx + [(Eope)o Ix} 
6.4 Costs involved in renting equipment 
In the event of renting equipment to employ in an earthworks operation, 
there are two main categories of costs involved. These two are the rental cost and 
the operating cost. 
6.4.1 Rental eost 
The hourly rental rate charge for a given item of equipment can vary from 
location to location considerably. It also may differ substantially with the time 
duration for which the equipment is rented. However, it is fairl y casy to find the 
hourly rental charges for various types and sizes of equipment for an earthworks 
operation in a certain area. In developing the cost model, (LC)% is taken as the 
lease or rental charge per hour of an earthmoving equipment during the xth year. 
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6 .•. 2 Operating eosts when renting equipment 
As exp lained in Section 6.3.2, the operating costs are the ex penses that are 
associated with the utilization of equipm ent. Though t here are a number of cost 
factors contributing to the operating cost, only a few expenses need to be borne 
by the cont ractor when renting earthmoving equipment. Those cost factors are 
the costs due to 
(a) fu el or power consumption , 
(b) service of the machine, 
(c) major maintenance and repairs of the machi ne, 
(d) tire repairs, 
and (e) operators' wages [3D]. 
All the cost factors above, except the cost due to maj or maintenance and 
repairs are similar to when owning equipment as explained in Section 6.3.2. Gen-
erally, a portion of the major maintenance and repairs costs must be borne by 
the user who rents the equipment. However, when renting a machine, the user 
may not be aware of the purchase price, delivery charges, and so forth , which are 
requi red to make an estimate of the repairs cost. Therefore, the user is required 
to suggest a value for the portion of the major maintenance and repairs cost to 
be borne. When renting equ ipm ent, the tire replacement cost is not included in 
the operating cost, as usually the person who rents the equipment is not res pons i-
ble for it. Nevertheless, the user is responsible tor the tire repairs cost. Therefore, 
the total hourly operating cost when renting an equ ipment during the xth year, 
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[(Eopel,lx> can be expressed as 
4 0.15 P t [(E",),[, = "3 F, C, + [(RC),[, + 3000 K, + (OC), (6.Il) 
where Fe = average fuel consumption (liters/brl, or power consumption [kWj, 
Cr = cost of fuel [dollars/ liter], or electricity tariff charge [dollars/kWh), 
[(RC),lx = major repairs cost per bour, to be borne by the user of the 
equipment during the xth year [dollars/brJ, 
P t = cost of a new set of tires, if applicable [dollars], 
Ka = tire life factor, 
and OC = operators' hourly wages including fringe benefits [dollars/hrl. 
Therefore, the total hourly renting and operating cost during the xth year is 
{(LC), + [(E,,,),),). 
6.6 Miscellaneous costs 
Besides the ownership and operating, or the rental and operating costs dis-
cussed in the previous sections there may be numerous miscellaneous cost factors 
associated when employing a group of machines ror an earthworks operation. 
Among these miscellaneous costs, the most dominant are 
(a) transportation, and mobilization and demobilization cost, 
and (b) construction and maintenance costs of haul or access roads. 
Tbese two costs are separately discussed below. 
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6.6.1 Transportation, and mobilization and demobilization costs 
It is necessary to transport equipment and the associated appurtenances to 
the construction site before the execution of an earthworks operation. Once the 
equip ment is t ransported to the site, there may be some prerequisites necessary to 
mob ilize it suc h as fi xing the necessary attachments and performing the necessary 
checks. Similarly, once the earthmov ing operation is over, money , labour , time, 
and material have to be spent to demobilize and transport the equipment back to 
the required location. To carry Qut all these activities, usually a sign ificant 
amount of money is required. This expense caD be accounted for individual 
machines as tbis cost varies with the type and the size of the equipment. tn 
developing the cost model of the system, the transportation, and mobilizing and 
demobilizing cost of the itll machine in dollars is taken as (MC);. 
8.5.2 Road construction and maintenance cost 
The other significant miscellaneous cost considered in the system is the road 
cons truction and maintenance cost. To perform an earthworks operation 
effi ciently , it is very important to have a well planned , properly constructed, and 
adequately maintained haul or access road system. However, the required nature, 
and condition of a haul or access road can vary depending on the types and sizes 
of the earthworks machines , and the operation itself. For the usable groups of 
machines tor the earthworks operation, it is possible to prepare estimates ror the 
road construction and maintenance cost. In the cost model, it is assumed that the 
road construction and maintenance cost for a selected group at machines as (HC), 
in dollars. 
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6.6 Development of the cost model 
In finding the costs involved with each usable group of machines, initially in 
Question 20 of Appendix B of the system, the user is asked to provide the owner· 
ship and operating cost or the rental and opcr3ting cost, and the cost due to 
transportation, mobilization, and demobilization, (MC)i of each machine in the 
group. For the machines which the user bas no idea about the ownership and 
operating or the rental and operating cost, further questions are presented to 
evaluate those two costs. Also, the anticipated cost due to the haul or access road 
construction and maintenance cost for the type of machine in the selected group 
of machines, (He), of individual machines in the group is obtained from the user 
(Question 21 of Appendix B). To determine the operating costs of individual 
machines, Questions 22a to 22r or Appendix B are then presented to the user. 
These questions are related to the following input parameters: 
(a) cost or a new set of tires (Pd, (if applicable), 
(b) operating conditions on tires to find the tire life factor (K3), 
(if applicable), 
(c) operating conditions on fuel or power consumption to find the 
load factor (K I ), 
(d) fuel consumption or power consumption rate (Fe), (only tor 
loading machines and belt conveyers), 
(e) cost per liter of fuel or the electrical tariff charge of the 
construction area (er), 
and (f) operators' hourly wages including fringe benefits (OC). 
gO 
In the above factors the values for K, and K3 are retrieved from the data 
base according to tbe user's response to the appropriate questions. 
Once the required parameters to find the operating costs are known , it is 
necessary to divide the machines in the group into two sub groups depending OD 
whether they aTC owned by the user or they are to be rented. In order to gather 
that information, Question 22g of Appendix B is presented to the user. Depend-
ing on the response to this question, the system presents Questions 22h(own) to 
221(own) of Appendix B for those machines the user owos; whereas, for the 
machines which the user intends to rent, Questions 22h(rent) and 22i(rent) of 
Appendix B are presented. 
In Questions 22h{own) to 221(own), the following information about the 
equipment is gathered in the system: 
(a) Free On Board (F.O.B) price of the machine at the time of 
purchase (Po)' 
(b) total delivery cost including treight charges and tax at the time 
of purchase (P d), 
(c) estimated useful lifetime of the equipment at the time of 
purchase (N), 
(d) estimated salvage or resale value after N years, at the time of 
purchase (P 5)' 
(e) age of the machine at the time of the earthmoving operation (xl, 
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(r) number of bours the machine is intended to operate during the year 
of the earthmoving operation (yl , 
(g) interest, property taxes and licenses, insurance, and storage and 
security charges as a percentage of the book value of the equipment 
during the year of execution of the earthmoving operation 
(PX! t x• jx, sx), 
and (b) operating condition to find the repair factor of the machine (Kz). 
The values (or Kz are retrieved from the data base according to the user 's 
answers to the corresponding questions. Questions 22h(rent) and 22i(rent) extract 
the following information related to the machines, which are intended to be 
rented: 
(a) lease or rental cost of the machine, (LC), 
and (b) estimated rate of maintenance cost during the year or the execution 
of the earthworks operation, [(RC),Jr 
After all the above information about the individual machines in a group is 
gathered, it is possible to find the ownership and operating cost or the rental aDd 
operating cost of machines using EquatioDs (6.1) to (6.11). Hence, (Ee)i, the rate 
of expense of the ith machine exciudiDg the miscellaneous costs, is the rate of 
ownershi p and operating cost, or the rental and operating cost. 
02 
With the use of this cost model, it is possible to find the rates of expense of 
all the IIsable machines, required in the final pb35e of the micrc~·computer based 
decision support system where the most economical group of machines is 
deduced. Once the most economical group is selected, the earthmoving cost of the 
earthworks operation having several cut and fill areas can be minimized by the 
use of an operational research modeL The development of this operational 
research model is explained in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER 7 
OPERATIONAL RESEARCH MODEL TO 
OPTIMIZE EARTHMOVING COST 
7.1 Introduction 
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Development of feasible methods, and selection of appropriate equipment to 
accomplish various activities are common tasks at the planning stage of a con-
struction project. 
When soil is to be cut from various areas and hauled to numerous destina-
tions for fill and compaction, the earthmoving cost involved in these operations 
can be minimized by distributing the cut and fill quantities of soil in the most 
economical combination. 
In all earthmoving operations, the required quantities of cut and fill at vari-
OllS locations, the transportation distances between these locations, the properties 
of soil at the excavation areas, and also the component unit costs for excavat ion, 
haul, and fill and compaction are estimated before the execution of work. It is 
therefore possible to formulate an earthmoving cost optimization problem as an 
operational research model using the standard transportation algorithm which is 
generally concerned v: ith the distribution of a certain product from several 
sources to numerous localities at the minimum cost [311. 
In this chapter, the existing practice in allocating the cut and fill quantities, 
and the formulation of Ii new operational research model are discussed. 
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7.2 General practice in allocating cut and 811 quantities in earthmoving 
Often, the allocation of earthwork volumes between cut and fill areas are 
carried out on the basis of largest quantity to the nearest place. If these alloca-
tions and the cost factors involved in such operations are carefully analyzed , it 
will orten be found that an optimal solution has not been obtained. 
Also, when large volumes of soil ate to be excavated, transported compara-
tively long distances to the fill areas, and compacted, the unit costs involved for 
each activity of all the locations and all the haul and return routes are generally 
estimated prior to the execution of work. If these unit excavation, haul, and fill 
and compaction costs are accurate, the overall cost of the earthworks operation 
can be determined fairly accurately, although imponderable factors, such as the 
weather, can always influence the significant part in actual cost fiuctuations. 
However, in a fairly typical situation, if a large area of excavation is adjacent to 
a large area of fill, the haul route distance and the grade can vary quite consider-
ably as time progresses. A change in the values of the unit costs is associated 
with these variations in haul and return distances and grades. Normally, in this 
case, overall average values tor distance, grade, and unit costs are used in the 
estimates and this can result in inaccurate cost and production estimates. Thus, 
the resultant cost of transportatlOn is an accomplished fact today. 
An operational research model can be used as a tool to optimize the earth-
moving cost by distributing the cut and fill quantities economically. This model 
can easily and simply accommodate the case when the haul road distance and the 
slope change significantly with time. 
1.3 Formulation of the operational research model 
Any earthmoving operation, which has 'm' locations to be excavated and 'n' 
areas to be filled and compacted can be diagrammatically represented as shown 
iD Figure 7.1. The other values given in the figure are 
Xij = the quantity of soil to be excavated from location 'i' in order to 
fill and compact at destination 'j' [m3 (in-situ)]. 
Hij = the quantity of soil hauled from location 'i' to destination 'j' 
[m3(loosell· 
Fij = the quantity of soil compacted at destination 'j', excavated tram 
location 'i' [m3(compactedl]. 
dij = the distance between location 'i' and destination 'j' (km). 
where i = 1, 2, 3, .... ,m and j = 1, 2, 3, .... , n. 
The volume of loose soil is related to the in-situ volume as [6] 
(7.h) 
where V! = loose volume [m3(loose)], 
Vb = in-situ volume [m3(in-situ)], 
aod Cb = coefficient of bulking. 
For simplicity, let 
(7.lh) 
Then, tor all the types at soil, (7.1b) can be generalized as 
( 1 + Cbi ) = Kbi , where i = 1, 2, 3, .... , m. (7.1,) 
m-I 
m 
o 
o 
---------
excovat ing locations 
Fig. 7.1 
haul and return 
distance 
The earthmoving model 
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n - I 
---------
f i ll and co~pocting 
destinations 
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Similarly, the volume of compacted soil is related to the in-situ volume as [61 
where Ve = compacted volume [m3(compacted)], 
Vb = in-situ volume [m3(in-situ)], 
and Ce = coefficient of compaction. 
For simplicity, let 
Then, for all the types of soil, (7.2b) can be generalized as 
( 1 - Cci ) = Kci , where i = 1, 2, 3, .... , m. 
(7.2.) 
(7.2b) 
(7.2,) 
Therefore, using (7.b) and (7.1e), the quantity of soil hauled from location 
'i' to destination 'j' in m3(loose) , Hij , is given by 
(7.3.) 
Similarly, using (7.2a) and (7.2c), the quantity of soil compacted at location 
'j' from location 'i' in m3(compacted), FijI is given by 
Fij = Kci X;j. (7.3b) 
Since the cost of the earthmoving operation depends upon the excavation 
cost, the hauling cost , and the fill and compaction cost, these three costs are COD-
sidered separately. 
If the component unit cost for excavation at location ' i ' is Cei in 
dollars/m3(in-situ), where i = 1, 2, 3, .... , m, then the total excavation cost (Ee) 
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can be expressed as 
EC = f; t C.,X;j. (7.4) 
i_I j-I 
If the component unit cost per unit distance hauled from location 'i' to desti-
nation 'j' is Ctij in dollars/km m3(loose), where i = 1, 2, 3, .... , m, the total tran-
spartation cost (Te) can be written as 
TC = f: t X;j Kbi dij Ctij . (7.5) 
i_lj_1 
tr the component unit cost (or filling and compaction at destination 'j' is C rj 
in dollars/m3{compacted), where j = 1, 2, 3, ... " n, the total filling and campac-
tion cost (Fe) is 
FC= f; t X;jK"Crj · (7.6) 
i_I j-I 
Therefore, from (7.4), (7.5), and (7.6), the total earthmoving cost (TEC) is 
given by 
(TEC) (EG) + (TC) + (FC) 
f: t Xij [eei + KbidiPtij + KCiCrj ] 
i_lj_1 
f; t X'j C'j 
i_lj_l 
where the total component unit cost eij is 
(7.7.) 
(7.7b) 
(7.7c) 
(7.7d) 
gg 
where i = 1, 2, 3, ... " m and j = 1, 2, 3, .... , n. 
If llj is the maximum quantity that can be excavated at location ' i' in m3(in-
situ), and hj is the maximum quantity that can be compacted at destination 'j ' in 
m3(compacted), 8i and hi can be expressed as 
'" <! t Xij (7.8.) 
;-1 
(excavation restriction at location 'i') for i = I , 2,3, .... , m 
~~SE~~ ~~ 
i_I 
(compaction requirement at destination 'j ') tor j = 1, 2, 3, .... , n 
and also Xij ~ 0 (7.8e) 
(non-negative restriction) for i = 1, 2, 3, .... ,m and j = 1, 2, 3 , .... , n. 
The total compacted volume requirement can be met only if the total exca-
vated quantities are at least equal to the total required at the fill areas. That is ir 
f:ai~Eblj, (7.9) 
i_I i_I 
where h'j is the equivalent quantity of bj in m3(in -situ). In this case, (7.7c), 
(i.8a), (i.8b), and (i.8c) form a typical transportation model and the Xij values 
which minimize the total earthmoving cost (TEC) given by the objective function 
shown in (i.ic) can be evaluated using the standard transportation algorithm. 
There is generally, however, an imbalance between the cut and fill quanti-
ties; either when the total fill requirement exceeds the total excavated volume, or 
when the total excavated volume exceeds the total requirement at the till areas. 
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The problem then becomes non-standard . Any non-standard problem, where the 
supplies and the demands do not balance, must be converted to a standard tran-
sportation problem before it is solved [311. In this conversion, a dummy excava-
tion location or a dummy fi ll and compacting destination is created to absorb the 
excess fill or excavated quantities. In practical problems these dummy excavating 
locations or dummy fill destinations would he either a borrow pit to import the 
deficient suitable fill volumes or a disposal area. to cart away the surplus quanti-
ties. Excavated material transported to a stock-pile for temporary storage, such 
as top soil, can be considered separately. 
At a particular excavation site, one type of machine may be suitable for 
excavation to one destination, whereas at the same excavation site, another type 
of machine may be required for soil destined to another fill site. For example, 
part or the excavation may require teams of loaders and trucks but another part 
may require a group of scrapers. This would create different unit excavation cost 
at the same excavation site. This situation can be overcome by multiplying the 
unit transportation cost by a factor which would subsume the difference in the 
unit excavation costs. The same simple process can also be applied to the unit fill 
and compaction costs. 
Furthermore, if the transportation of soil between any two locations is not 
physically feasible, the situation can be accounted for in the transportation algo. 
rithm by assigning an unreasonably high unit transportation cost Ctij between 
the two locations. 
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When large volumes are present in the cut and fill areas, as shown in Figure 
7.2, it may be necessary to divide the total cut area and the total 611 area into a 
number of volumes, X'ii ' X'iz> X/i3, F'ji> F'jZ, F'j3> and F'j4, in order to improve the 
accuracy. These volumes can then be considered as separate cut areas and 
separate fill areas in the transportation model but the transportation of anyone 
cut area to a particular fill area may not be feasible. For the physically possible 
cut and fill combinations, the cut volumes and the fill volumes are equivalent in 
the same units of measurements. The distances between these cut and fill a reas 
are represented by d'll, d'n, and d'33. The large cut and fill areas which are close 
to each other, shown in Figure 7.2 are considered as jtb cut and jtb fill areas in 
the earthmoving model represented in Figure 7.1. Let X'i he the total quantity of 
material to he excavated at location ' i' in m3(i n-situ), and F'j be the total quan-
tity of material to be filled and compacted at destinat ion 'j' in m3{compacted). If 
X'; and F'j volumes are divided into 'p' excavat ing volumes and 'q' fill volumes. 
When p > q, the remainin g (p-q) excavating locations can be considered as a sin-
gle excavating locat ion in the transportation model. Similarly, when p < q, the 
remaining (q-p) fill and compact ing locations can he considered as a single fill and 
compacting destination. To what extent the volume should be divided can eMily 
be estimated by cond ucting sensitivity analyses on some t rial volumes. 
Therefore, with the use of the introduced operational research model, the 
cost of an earthmov in g operation can be minimized by obtainin g the optimum 
dist ribu t ion of cut and fill quantities. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
The micr~computer based decision support system described in this thesis 
can be used as a. tool in selecting the most economical group or machines from 
the available fleet, for an earthworks operation, by any user who has a little 
knowledge in earthmoving equipment and computer programming. Even an 
expert can benefit from the system as it could be used as a datum in obtaining a 
quick selection 01 earthmoving equipment when time is an important factor, such 
as during the bidding process. 
The system can also be used (or production and cost estimation purposes of 
different types and sizes or earthmoving equipment given in the system. Further-
more, the ability to perform sensitivity analyses, by changing the parametric 
inputs or the answers to the questions contained, is a major advantage of this 
system. Sensitivity analysis or post-optimality analysis creates a simple diagnostic 
capability, and identifies the most productive and economic alternatives. 
In dedding the suitable types of equipment from the available machines for 
earthworks operations, the capabilities and the limitations of individual machines 
have been considered. However, for example, when traction problems arise due to 
poor ground conditions, the assistance of a pusher tractor, for loading, is a com-
mon practice. Therefore, the inclusion of such possible external assistances in 
enhancing the capabilities of machines would further improve the system. 
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In finding the production rates of various types and models, only the produc-
tion rates with the standard or the most versatile attachments have been 
evaluated. However, the production rates caD vary with the type of the tractor 
blade, the loader bucket, or the type of attachment. Therefore, the system may 
be improved by incorporating the evaluation of production rates with different 
attachments as well. 
Some of the earthmoving machines considered in the system needed a 
separate loading machine to load them. In such situations, the production rates of 
those loading machines had to be provided by the user. However, it would also be 
possible to improve the system in the future by developing and incorporating a 
separate system which finds the production rates, cycle times, and unloading 
times of loading machines. 
The operational research model technique used in this thesis has been 
developed using the transportation algorithm. This technique is simple and can 
be used as an effective tool in finding the optimum quantities and the distribution 
of soil of an earthworks operation. The use of this operational research model 
minimizes the total cost of the earthworks operation with little effort and time. 
Therefore, it is possible to make substantial cost savings in earthmoving pro-
jects by using the proposed micro-computer based decision support system and 
the operational research model during the planning and scheduling stage of a con· 
struction project. 
It is well known that the earthmoving project environment considered, when 
d£!Ciding the most economical group of machines and distribution of cut and fill 
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quantities, at the planning stage, does not remain static during its implementa-
tion. Therefore, the accuracy of the predicted cost per unit volume of material, 
production rates, and the expected earthmoving durations given by the micro-
computer based decision support system, aDd the optimum total earthmoving 
cost estimated using the operational research model may be limited by the 
dynamic nature of the input data. Moreover, it is also important to recognize the 
limitations of the mathematical approximations used and the logical conclusions 
made in the system. But, inasmuch as these limiting factors and the input 
parameters would affect each group of machines in a like manner, the selection of 
the most economical group, which is based on a comparison, can be substantially 
valid and reliable. 
Thus, the developed micro-computer based decision support system (EQUIP-
SELECT), and the operational research model are useful additions to the reper-
toire of existing project planning tools. 
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APPENDIX A 
HOW TO USE 'EQUIPS ELECT' 
'EQUlPSELECT' is an easy to use computer program, which selects the 
most economical group of machines from the available fleet , for an earthworks 
operation. The fl eet of machines in 'EQUIPSELECT' consists of ten types of 
earthmoving machines containing eighty models, from five different manufactur-
ers. Also, 'EQUIPSELECT' has the provision to include ten models of belt con-
veyers as well. These types, and the models with manufacturers are given in 
Table A. I. 
'EQUIPSELECT' can be run on an IBM (or compatible) micr~computer 
with at least 256 kilo-bytes of RAM, under DOS 2.0 or a higher version. 
Inrormation required prior to the use of 'EQUIPSELECT' 
(i) Nu mber of sectors of the haul and the retu rn routes, which could be slip pery 
or difficult to climb , and their correspondi ng Grade Resistance Factors 
(GRF) and soil types. 
(ii) Weight and height limitations app licable to the site and to the haul and 
return routes. 
(iii) Type or material to be handled. If the type or material is not compatible 
with the types or material given in the program, it is required to know the 
density, the bucket fill ractor, and the coefficient or bulking or the material. 
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(iv) Number of sectors of the haul and return routes, which have different soil 
types and grade resistance factors, and their respective distances, GRFs, and 
soil types. 
(v) Available models of belt conveyers, and their production rales, or their belt 
widths and the speeds ot travel of belts. 
(vi) Available types ot loading machines, their production rates, and beaped 
capacities. 
(vii) Anticipated number of actual working minutes per hour, or an idea about 
the working conditions, equipment conditions, management conditions, and 
the operators' skill and experience. 
(viii)Total quantity of material to be handled. 
(ix) Duration allotted fot the earthmoving activity and the number of working 
hours per working day. 
(xl Availability of mach ines, and physical feasibility to operate the number of 
each model ot each machine within the working area. 
(xi) Miscellaneous costs involved to transport, mobilize, and demobilize each 
machine. 
(xii) Estimated cost, to construct and maintain the haul and access roads for each 
type ot machine. 
(xiii)The rate of expense, or the followin g factors of each machine: 
(a) cost of a new set of tires (if applicable), 
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(b) fuel consumption rate or power consumption rate (required only for 
belt conveyers and loading machines), 
(c) operator's wages including all the fringe benefits, 
and in the event of renting the machine, 
(d) hourly rental charge 
and (e) anticipated repairs cost per hour. 
in the event of owning the machine 
(d) F.O.B. price and delivery cost including the tax, 
(e) estimated ownership period and estimated salvage/resale value, 
(C) age and the number of hours, the machine is to operate during the 
year, 
and (g) annual interest , tax, insurance, and storage rates as a percentage of 
the book value. 
Execution of 'EQUIPSELECT' 
(i) Insert the DOS diskette in Drive A and switch on the computer. 
(ii) Press return key Cor the current date and the current time. 
(iii) Press caps lock key to use upper case letters. 
(iv) When prompt '>' appears, insert the diskette with 'Basic' command. 
(v) Type BASICA. 
(vi) Replace the diskette in Drive A with 'EQUIPSELECT' diskette. 
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(vii) Type LOAD "EQUJPSELECT". 
(viii)Type RUN. 
(ix) Answer the questions as explained in the program using upper case letters. 
(x) Type N to the questions similar to "Are you ready to proceed! <YIN> ", it 
desired to change the input parameters of the previous question. However, 
this facility is not provided in all the steps. 
(xi) If the required rate of production is higher than the maximum rate of pro-
duction that can be achieved by combining the available machines in the 
fleet, Done of the machines may form a suitable group of machines for the 
earthworks operation. Therefore, in such situations, it is suggested to re-run 
the program considering the earthworks operation as two or more smaller 
operations. 
Table A.I Equipment types and models with manufacturers, considered 
in the system 
CAT - Caterpillar IDE - John Deere KOM - Komatsu 
DRE - Dresser VOL - Volvo 
Type or equipment Model 
Traek type traetor. CAT·03B, CAT·D(E, CAT·OtH, 
CAT-OSB, CAT·OSI!, CAT-060, 
CAT·D6H, CAT·OW, CAT-07ll, 
CAT-OSL, CAT-OgL, CAT-OIlN, 
JDE-3S00/!30S, JDE-.f.'XlE/64lJS, 1DE-4SOE/6.fIS, 
JDE-SSOB/84IS, KOM-OnA·3, KOM·OS3A-17, 
KOM-OSSA·IS, KOM-03SM·3, KOM·04bSA-1. 
continued. 
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Type or equipment Model 
Wheeltypetract.on CAT·8I-tB, CAT·824C, CAT-83tl3. 
Tr.ck type [oaden CAT·1I3IB, CAT·g43, CAT·II53, 
CAT·g63, CAT·1I7S, KOM-D20S-.>, 
KOM-D.flS-3, KOM·D57S-1, KOM-D66S-1, 
KOM·Dlf)5S-I. 
Wh~J type lo .. der. CAT·HO, CAT·gU, CAT·gZII, 
CAT ·llSO, CAT·GSS, CAT·g50B, 
CAT·gIIIIG, CAT·IIMO, CAT·gSOC, 
CAT·OSSB, CAT·gne, DRE-MOB, 
DRE-S30, DRE-'>40. 
St.ndatdterapul CAT·G21E, CAT-631E, CAT·~IE, 
KOM-WS16S-2, KOM·WSZ3S-I. 
Tandempowered.enpen CAT-I!IZ1E, CAT-637E, CAT-M7E, 
KOM .. WSI1i-2. KOM-WS23-1. 
Elevat;nK5crapu. CAT-IIl3G, CAr·M'>, CAT-1I23E, 
JDE-76ZB, JDE-86:lB. 
Push-pull.craper. CAT-&Z7EfPP, CAT-637EfPP, CAT-15S1E/pP, 
KOM.WSI&-2{pP, KOM.WS23- I{pP. 
T,ucu(.t"nd ... d) CAT-70ge, CAT-773B, CAT-777B, 
CAT-78li, CAT-7at1, YOL-425C, 
VOL-S40, VOL-:>:>s, YOL-';i55. 
Trucu(rollr-whul-drive) VOL-3350B, VOL-A20 &0&, VOL-A.."O&o4. 
Bel~ conve),cn prosram h ... provision to input ten models. 
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APPENDIXB 
Appendix B consists of the questions in 'EQUIPSELECf', the input parame-
tets relevant to the fictitious earthmoving problem, and the outputs obtained 
using the 'EQUIPSELECT'. The inputs are represented in bold face , and the 
outputs are represented in italics. 
Welcome to EQUIPSELECT 
Menu on earthmoving equipment 
1. Track lype tractors 
e. "'hed type tractors 
9. Track type loaden 
4. Whed type loa dUB 
5. Standard scrapers 
O. Tandem powered scrapers 
7. Elevating scrapers 
8. Push-pull urapus 
9. Trucks (standard) 
10. Truth (lour-wheel-drive) 
11. Belt conveyers 
Now, YOll are going to select the suitable types of equipment considering the haul 
distance. 
QUESTION 1 
What is the intended average haul distance? 
Please enter your choice by typing the appropriate number. 
1. less than or equal to 100 meters. 
2. between 100 and 200 meters. 
3. between 200 and 2000 meters. 
4. more than 2000 meters. 
Please type your choice (1-4)! 
Th~ suitabl~ types of ~quipment ar~ 
1. Track typ~ tractors 
f. Wh~el typ~ tractors 
9. Track typ~ IQad~rs 
4. W'hul typ~ load~rs 
5. Standard 8crap~rs 
6. Tand~m pow~r~d 8crap~rs 
lI6 
7. Elevating scrapers 
8. Push-puff 8Crap ~ rs 
9. Trucks (standard) 
10. TruckB (four-wh e el-driv~) 
11. B~1t conv~y~r/! 
Now, you are going to select the suitable types of equipment from the above set, 
Cor the on-off highway requirement. 
Are you ready? <YIN> Y 
QUESTION 2 
Do you intend to transport material on or across a highway? 
Please enter your answer by typing tbe appropriate number. 
I. yes. 
2. no. 
Please enter your answer (I-2)! 
The suitabf~ types of ~qujpm~nt ar~ 
1. Track type tractors 
f. W'hul typ~ tractors 
9. Track typ~ load~rs 
4- ~Vh e el type loader/! 
5. Standard scrapers 
6. Tand~m pow~r~d scrap ~ rs 
7. Elevating scrapers 
8. Push-pull scrapers 
9. Trucks (standard) 
10. Trucks (four-wh~el-driv~) 
11. Belt conv~y~rs 
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In the next step, you are going to select the suitable types of equipment from the 
above set depending on the type of operation. 
Are you ready to proceed! <YIN> Y 
QUESTION 3 
How would you describe the type ot operation from the following set! 
1. clearing of land of timber or stumps. 
2. clearing of construction sites or debris, or clearing of floors 
of borrow or quarry pits. 
3. excavating (rom slope or excavating from wide cutting, and hauling. 
4. clearing of stock pile or handling of bulk material. 
5. clearing of snow. 
6. opening up pilot roads through mountains and rocky terrain. 
7. maintaining of haul roads. 
8. back filling of trenches. 
9. spreading of earth fill. 
10. final spreading 
11. excavating from vertical face or cutting with wide slopes (Vee shaped 
ditches), and hauling. 
12. scraping and spreading or dumping. 
13. shallow cutting or cutting trenches, and hauling. 
Out ot the above earthworks operations, how many ot them are similar to yours! 
Please enter the operations by selecting the appropriate numbers. 
Tht suitabft typu 01 tquipment art 
1. Track tyPt tractors 7. Eltvating !Crapers 
2. Wheel type tractors 8. Pu!!h-pulf scrapers 
9. Track type loader!! 9. Trucks (standard) 
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4. Wheel type loader! 10. TruckiJ (!Qur-whu.l-drive.) 
5. Standard 6crapen 
6. Tandem powered urapu, 
Are you ready to proceed! <YIN> Y 
Now, you are going to check the traction ability and the gradability of the above 
set of equipment depending on the soil type and the grade resistance. 
QUESTION 4. 
Do you intend to operate the machines in a high altitude! 
Please enter your choice <YIN> Y 
QUESTION 4b 
What is the altitude of the working area! 
Please enter your choice by typing the appropriate number. 
1. no idea or less than 2300 meters. 
2. between 2300 and 3000 meters. 
3. between 3000 and 3800 meters. 
4. greater than 3800 meters. 
Please type your choice (1-4)! 
QUESTION 5. 
As far as traction ability and grad ability are concerned, bow many sections of the 
haul and return routes would be slippery or difficult to climb! 
The number of section are 
Are you ready to proceed? <YIN> Y 
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In deciding the soil type of each sector, please use the corresponding numbers 
given below. 
The soil types : 
1. vcry hard or concrete 
3. dry clay or gravel 
5. dry sand 
7. 
QUESTION 5b 
2. hard or well compacted gravel 
4. wet clay or loose earth 
6. wet sand or loose gravel 
Please enter the grade as a percentage and the number corresponding to the soil 
type or each section in the following table. 
Section Grade 
( indicate - sign if downhill ) 
The 6uitable typu of equipment are 
1. Trad: type lradon 
2. Wheellype Ira cion 
9. Track type loader6 
10 
-6 
7. Elevating 6craper6 
8. PU6h-put{ 6crape r6 
9. Truch (8tandard) 
Soil type 
number 
4. l¥heellype loader6 10. Truch (four-wheel-drive) 
5. Standard 6craper8 
6. Tandem powered 6Craper6 
Now, you are going to consider the constraints and the options that may be 
applicable to the earthworks operation. 
Are you ready to proceed! <YIN> Y 
The suitable types of equipment are 
1. Track type tractors 
2. Wheel type tractors 
3. Track type loaders 
4. Wheel type loaders 
5. Standard scrapers 
6. Tandem powered scrapers 
QUESTION 6. 
7. Elevating scrapers 
8. Push pull scrapers 
g. Trucks (standard) 
10. Trucks (!our-wheel- drive) 
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It you feel that some of the above types of equipment are not suitable for the 
earthworks operation due to any reason, please indicate bow ffiallY of them are 
not suitable. 
If there arc no such constraints on the type of equipment, please type '0'. 
Please type how many of them are not suitable. 
Now, please eotcr the number(s) corresponding to the unsuitable type(s) of 
equipment (i-1I)! 
Numbcr(s) corresponding to unsuitable type(s) 
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The suitable types 0/ equipment art Menu on the earthmov ing equipment 
2. Whet'l type traciors 
4. Whet'l type loaders 
7. Elevating sc rapt rs 
10. Trucks ffou r-wheel drivt) 
QUESTION 6b 
1. Track type tractors 
2. Wheel type tractors 
3. Track type loaders 
4. Wheel type loaders 
S. Standard scrapers 
6. Tandem powered sc rapers 
7. Elevating scrapers 
8. Push pull scrapers 
U. Trucks (standard) 
10. Trucks (four-wheel drive) 
11. Belt conveyers 
If you believe that some of tbe equipment types in the main menu could be llsed, 
in addition to the selected types of equipment for the eartbworks operation, by 
fixing special attachments or by changing the operating conditions. Please indi-
cate how many of them could be used. 
It there are no such types of equipment, please enter '0'. 
Please type how many of them could be used. 
Now, please enter the number(s) corresponding to suitable type(s) of equipment 
(1-11)' 
Nu mber(s) corresponding to suitable type(s) 
11 
The suitable typu of equipmwt art 
2. Wheel type tradors 
4. Whed type loaders 
7. Elevating scraptrs 
10. Trucb (/our-whuf-drive) 
11. Belt conveyers 
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The next part of the program finds the production rates of the following models 
and sizes of the above machines. 
Models of whtd type traelors 
CA T - Caterpillar 
CAT·81,B, CAT·8f,C, CAT·89,B 
Models of wheel type loaden 
CA T - Caterpillar DRE - Dresser 
CAT·9l0, CAT·916, CAT·9f6, CA T·990, CAT·996, CAT·950B, 
CA T·966C, CA T·966D, CA T·980C, CA T·988B, CA T·ggeC, 
DRE·510B, DRE·590, DRE·5W 
Models 0/ elevating scrapers 
CA T - Caterpillar JDE - J~ itfl Durt 
CAT·619C, CAT·615, CAT·629E, JDE·J62B, JDE·86tB 
Modt!1$ 0/ lrueb (four-whal-drive) 
VOL - Volvo 
VOL-5850B, VOL-A20 6*6, VOL-A20 6*4. 
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Now you are going to check the weight and height constraints applicable to the 
site and to the baul roads. 
Are you ready to continue with the program? <YIN> Y 
QUESTION 7 
What is the equipment weight limitation on the site or of the haul road? Plen.se 
enter the value in kg. If not applicable, please type '0'. 
100000 
QUESTION 8 
What is the equipment height limitation on the site? Please enter the value in 
meters. If not applicable, please type '0'. 
QUESTION Q 
Wbat is the equipment height limitation of the haul or return routes? Please 
enter the value in meters. H not applicable, please type '0'. 
4.76 
Are you ready to proceed! <YIN> Y 
QUESTION 10. 
How do you describe the type of material to be handled! 
Please enter your choice by typing the appropriate number. 
1. decomposed rock - poorly blasted. 
2. decomposed rock - well blasted. 
3. crushed stone or gravel. 
4. dry clay. 
5. wet clay. 
Enter your choice (1-1O)! 10 
QUESTION lOb 
6. dry sand. 
7. wet sand. 
S. gravel sand, silt, clay mixture. 
Q. snow. 
10. any other material. 
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Please enter the density, the bucket fill Cactor, and the coefficient of bulking of 
the material to be bandied. 
density [kg/m3(loose)] 1000 
bucket fill factor 0.7 
coefficient of bulking 0.15 
QUESTION 11 
How do you describe the type or the stock pile or the hardness of the material to 
be excavated! 
Please enter your choice by typing the appropriate number. 
1. loose stock pile. 
2. hard to cut or frozen. 
3. dry non-cohesive or sticky. 
4. ripped or blasted rock. 
Please enter your choice (1-4)1 
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In the following section of the program, you will be asked to provide the dis· 
tances, the corresponding grade resistances, and the soil types of the haul and 
return routes separately. 
Therefore, now you need to break the haul and return distances into a 
number or sectors according to their soil types and the grade resistance factors. 
The number ot sectors in the haul route are = 2 
The number of sectors in the return route are = 1 
In deciding the soil type of each sector, please use the corresponding numbers 
given below. 
The soil types : 
I. very hard or concrete 
3. dry clay or gravel 
5. dry sand 
7. snow. 
QUESTION 12 
2. hard or well compacted gravel 
4. wet clay or loose earth 
6. wet sand or loose gravel 
Please enter the distance in meters, the grade resistance factor (GRF) as a per-
centage, and the number corresponding to the soil type or each section of the 
haul and return routes separately. 
Section Distance GRF Soil type 
(meters) (indicate - sign it downhill) number 
haul I 76 0 2 
2 26 12 3 
return I 106 -6 • 
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Now we need. the available sizes ot belt conveyers and their production rates. 
Are you ready to proceed! <YIN> Y 
QUESTION 13a 
Do you know the production rates of the available sizes of belt conveyers? 
Please type your choice <YIN> N 
QUESTION 13b 
Please enter the number of models of belt conveyers available in your fleet. 
Now, please enter the names of the available models or the sizes of belt con-
veyers, widths of the belts in meters, and the speeds of travel of belts in 
meters/min. 
Model or the size Width 1m) Speed of travel (m/min) 
belt 1 0.76 .0 
belt 2 0.76 106 
QUESTION 14 
What are the types of loading machines available in your fleet! 
Please eoter your choice by typing 'V' or 'N' in front of each machine in the fol-
lowing menu. Please enter the number of models available of each type also in 
the given space. 
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Type of loading machine <YIN> Number of models 
front end loaders Y 
hydraulic backhoes or face shovels N 
cable operated power shovels N 
draglines N 
any other type of machine Y 
Now, we are needed to find the types of other available loading machines, the 
available models or those types, and their production rates in m3 (in-situ)/hr. 
If belt conveyers are available among the other loading machines, please type 
'BELT' in the space given for type of machine. If you do not know the produc-
tion rates of the available belt conveyers, please type '0' in the space given for 
production rate. 
Type of 
the machine 
BELT 
Name of 
the model 
Be 1 
Production rate 
m3(in-situ}/ht 
660 
Now, please type the names of the models of front end loaders and their respec-
tive heaped capacities in m3 in the following table. 
Name of the model 
FEL 1 
FEL 2 
Heaped capacity m3 
3.1 
6.2 
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The following section considered the overall job efficiency of the earthworks 
operation. 
QUESTION 15. 
Do you have any idea about the anticipated number of actual working minutes 
per hour of the operation! <YIN> N 
QUESTION 15b 
Do you intend to perform the earthmoving operation under any of the following 
conditions! 
Dusty, rainy, snowy or foggy environment, or during dark or night working hours 
<YIN> N 
QUESTION 15, 
How would you rate the following factors of your earthworks operation! 
In deciding the ratings, please use the corresponding numbers given below. 
1. excellent 2. average 3. poor. 
Please enter your rating (1-3), in the appropriate place of the following chart! 
Influencing ractor on 
job efficiency 
machine operators' skill, experience, 
and working attitude 
equipment condition considering the 
age or the equipment and the maintenance 
records , and the working space 
management condition considering the 
degree or supervision, motivation, etc . 
Number corresponding to 
the ratin g 
12. 
According to the input parameters given by you, rollowing are the actual produc-
tion rates or the machines. 
Typ~ Modd Actual production rat~ m3(loou)/hr 
H'h~ ~l typ ~ tractor, CAT-81,B £,$1.8578 
CAT-82,C 988.97£9 
CA T • Cat~rpjllar CAT-89,B 59£.0869 
Itlhal typ ~ load~r, CAT-910 £3.7351 
CAT-916 35.,857 
CA T • Cat~rpjllar CAT-926 44·3571 
DRE - Dru,u CAT-930 39.11£7 
CA T-936 63.18£1 
CAT-950B 83.3909 
CAT· 966C 78.8490 
GA T· 966D 108.0390 
GAT-980G 197.9941 
GA T-988B 184·9788 
DRE-510B 3£.8995 
DRE·590 60.8198 
DRE-54° 109.2920 
Typt 
Elevating 8traper.! 
CAT· Caterpillar 
JDE - John Detre 
Belt conveyer.! 
Truck!, (lour-wheel-drive) 
VOL - Volvo 
Model 
VOL·5850B + FEL 1 
VOL-5950B + FEL 2 
VOL-5950B + BG 1 
VOL-A 20 6"6 + FEL 1 
VOL-A.m 6"6 + FEL 2 
VOL-A20 6_6 + Be 1 
VOL·AeO 6'4 + FEL 1 
VOL-A20 6"4 + FEL 2 
VOL-A20 6"4 + Be 1 
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Model Adual production ral e m 3(foos eJlhr 
CAT·619C 
CAT·6iS 
CAT·6£3E 
JDE·J62B 
JDE-B6fB 
belt 1 
belt!! 
Actual production rate 
m3(loou}/hr 
79.9263 
96.0999 
101.2258 
70.5157 
88.0916 
94·4967 
78.8466 
99.8591 
99.8545 
110.6048 
167.7991 
e99·4470 
120.2925 
171.0279 
101.2500 
265. 7819 
Cycle time 
min 
5.0121 
4·0121 
9.8089 
5.01 21 
4·0121 
9.74 25 
4·9967 
9.9967 
9.7009 
Loading time 
min 
e.oooo 
1.0000 
0. 7968 
2.0000 
1.0000 
0. 7904 
e.oooo 
1.0000 
0. 7696 
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Loading machine Model Actual produdion rate 
type m3(loouJlhr 
Front end ioaden FELl 205.69£0 
FEL2 -417.6900 
Bdt Bel 489.8625 
QUESTION 16 
What is the total quantity of material to be bandied in this earthworks operation 
600000 
QUESTION 17 
As per the project schedule, what is the duration allotted to this earthmoving 
activity in working days! 
132 
QUESTION 18 
Due to the seasonal variations, to allow for the maximum usage of daylight, it 
may be required to divide the time span of the earthworks operation into a 
number of time intervals depending on the Dumber of working hours per day. 
Please indicate the number of such intervals in the time span of the earthworks 
operation. 
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Please indicate tbe number ot working hours per day during each time interval , 
and the corresponding durations in working days in the Collowing table in chrono-
logical order. 
Time interval 
number 
QUESTION 19 
Working hours 
per day 
10 
Intended number of 
working days 
•• 
• 3 
12Q 
Please en ter the maximum number of earthmoving machines available and the 
maximum number or machines which are possible to operate 00 the site, oC each 
model. 
Please limit the maximum number to 10. 
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Type or machine Model Ava.ilability Feasibility 
(numbers) (numbers) 
Wheel type tractors CAT-SI4B 10 
CAT-S24C 10 2 
CAT-8.'l4B 0 10 
Wheel type loaders CAT-glO S 10 
CAT-gI6 0 10 
CAT·Q26 0 10 
CAT-g30 0 10 
CAT-g36 0 10 
CAT-gSOB 2 10 
CAT-g66C 0 10 
CAT-g66D 0 10 
CAT-gSOC 10 
CAT-gSSB 10 
ORE-SlOB 10 
DRE-S30 
DRE-S40 10 
Elevating scrapers CAT-613C 10 
CAT-6IS 10 
CAT-623E 10 
IDE-762B 10 
IDE-S62B 10 
Trucks ((our--wheel-drive) VOlrS3S0B 10 10 
VOL-A20 6*6 10 
VOlrA20 6*4 10 
Belt conveyers belt 1 
belt 2 
Loading marb·oe FEL I 
FEL 2 
BC I 
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QUESTION 20 
What is the owning and operating cost, or in the event ot renting, the total ren-
tal cost including the operators' wages of each machine? Also, please entcr the 
transportation, and mobilization and demobilization cost of each machine. 
It you have no idea about the rate of expense, please type '0' in the correspond· 
ing space. 
(Note: Here, each machine of each model is rep resented by a lower case letter at 
the end of the model name). 
Type of machine Model 
Wheel type tractors CAT-814B(a) 
CAT-SJ4B(b ) 
CAT-S24B(a) 
CAT-S24B(b) 
Rate of expense Transportation and 
(doll."jhr) 
100 
106 
160 
176 
mobilizing cost 
(dollars) 
100 
100 
no 
no 
(Note: The total rates of expE"ose, and the transportation and mobilizing cost of 
all the other types and models of machines are also obtained asking the same 
question. Those rates are tabulated below for information.) 
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Type orm&chine Model Total rate ore~pen!e Tansportationand 
(donate/hr) mobili.infl e<m (dollar.) 
Wheel type loaders CAT- 910(a)-HO(d) 
CAT- 910(e)-glO(f) 
" 
120 
CAT-91O(fI) .. 12. 
CAT-9IO(h) 50 
CAT-950B(a) 50 12' CAT ·950B(b) 
" 
120 
DRE- 530(a)-530(d) 60
DRE- 530(e)-53O(f) 
" 
.25 
DRE-530(flJ 
" DRE-530(h) .. 125 
DRE-540(a)-~(d) 
" '" DRE- MO(el-53O(t) 125 
DRE-5~O(fI) 125 
Elevatin! .c rapers CAT- 8i3C(a)-6 13C(d) 
" CAT_ 6i3C(e)-613C(t) 80 
CAT-615(a)-6 15(d) 130 
CAT- 615(e)-615(r) 80 
IDE-762B(a)-762B(b) 80 
IDE-762B(e) 
" 
Trucks (rour-wheel-drive ) VOL. 5350B(,,)-5350B(h) ., 60 
VOL. 5350B(i)-5350b(j) 50 60 
VOL.A206 0 6(,,)-A206o6(b)) .. 
VOL. A.."O 6oS(e)_A2Q 808(d)) 
" 
Belt conveyers belt)(,,) ». 
belt l( b) lO' .50 
belt 1(.) 11' belt 2(a)-belt 2(b) 
" 
200 
belt 2(e) 200 
Loadin! machines rEL l{a) 100 
rEL I (b)-FEL I(d) 102 
rEL 2(a) 
'" 
100 
BC qaJ 
QUESTION 21 
10 order to use the following types of nlachines, how much do you expect to 
spend on construction and maintenance of haul or access roads? 
Please enter the values in the appropriate space. 
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Type of machine Cost (dollars) 
Wheel type tractors 5000 
Wheel type loaders 5500 
Elevating scrapers 6000 
Trucks (rour-wheel-drive) 6000 
Belt conveyers 3000 
QUESTION 22. 
What is the cost of a new set of tires of each machine! 
If not applicable, please type '0', 
Type of machine Model Cost (dollars) 
Belt conveyers belt 1(.) 
Loading machines FEL I(a) 10000 
QUESTION 22b 
How would you rate the operating condition or each type or machine on tires! 
1 FAVORABLE - Excellent maintenance progIl<m, well maintained and 
reasonably leveled roads, recommended loads, no sharp 
2 AVERAGE - Average maintenance program, poorly maintained roads, 
20% over loading, medium eurves, grade is less than 5%, 
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3 UNFAVORABLE - Poor maintenance program, sharp rocky roads, 40% or 
more over loading, severe curves, grade is 15% or more. 
Please type your choice (1-3)! If not applicable, please type '0'. 
Type of machine Operating condition 
Belt conveyers 
Loading machines 
QUESTION 22c 
How would you describe the operating conditions of the earthworks operation on 
the fuel or power consumption of each type of machine! 
Heavy dozing, long haul time or distance with frequent adverse grades, con-
tinuous use on very poorly maintained roads, overloading or continuous 
loading operation 
Production dozing, varying load and haul road conditions, some adverse 
grades, basic loader cycle with idling periods. 
Considerable amount of idle times and travel with no load, short to medium 
haul on well maintained roads. Easy loading material or light uiility work . 
Type your choice (1-3)! 
Type or machine Operating condition 
Belt conveyers 
Loading machines 
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QUESTION 22d 
What is the average fuel consumption rate or the power consumption of the fol-
lowing machines! If not applicable, please type '0'. 
Type ot machine Model Fuel consumption Power consumption 
(liters/hr) (klV) 
Belt conveyers b,lt 1(.) 
Loading machines FEL 1(11.) 60 
QUESTION 22, 
What is the cost of a liter of fuel of the following machines, or the electric tariff 
charge, in the constru ction area? 
If not applicable, please type '0'. 
Type ot machine Model Fuel cost Tariff charge 
(dollars/ liters) (dollars/kWh) 
Belt conveyers belt l(a) 0.30 
Loading machines rEL 1(11.) 0.60 
QUESTION 22f 
What is the operators' wages of each machine including all the fringe benefits! 
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Type of machine Model Operators' wages (dollars/hr) 
Belt conveyers belt l(a) 32 
Loading machines FEL l(a) 36 
QUESTION 22g 
Do you intend to rent the following machines? 
Please enter your choice <YIN>! 
Type of machine ~lodel Choice <YIN> 
Belt conveyers belt l(a) y 
Loading machines FEL l(a) N 
QUESTION 22h (own) 
What was the Free On Board (FOB) price, and the delivery cost including tax, 
freight, and transportation cost, of each machine with accessories at the time of 
purchase? 
Please enter the values in dollars in the appropriate places of the following table. 
Type of machine Model FOB price Delivery cost 
(dollars) (dollars) 
Loading machines FEL 1(.) 96000 10000 
QUESTION 22i (own) 
What were the estimated ownership period in years of each machine at the time 
you bought it, and the expected salvage/resale value in dollars after that period! 
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Please entcr the values in the appropriate places of the following table 
Type of machine Model Ownership period Salvage value 
(years) (dollars) 
Loading machines FEL I(a) 11000 
QUESTION 22j (own) 
How old would be the following machines at the time of earthworks operation 
and what would be the estimated number of operating hours during that year? 
Please enter the values in the appropriate places of the following tab le. If you 
have no idea about the number of working hours, please enter '2000' . 
T ype of machine Model Age (years) Work ing hours 
Loading machines FEL I(a) 2100 
QUESTIO N 22k (own) 
What are the interest, tax, insurance, and storage cost rates as a. percentage per 
annum during the time of the earthworks operation? 
interest rate (%)= 
tax rate (%) = 
insurance rate (%) = 
storage cost rate (%) = 
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QUESTION 221 (own) 
How would you rate the operating conditions and maintenance attention of your 
fl~t of machines! 
1 favorable 2 average 3 unfavorable 
Please type your choice (1-3)1 
QUESTION 22h (rent) 
What is the rental charge in dollars per hour of the following machines? 
Type of machine Model Rental cost (dollars/hour) 
Belt conveyers belt 1(30) 100 
QUESTION 22i (rent) 
According to the past maintenance records of similar type of machines, approxi-
mately how much would you expect to spend on repairs on the following 
machines under the expecting operating conditions, in dollars per bour! 
Type of machine Repairs cost (dollars/hour) 
Belt conveyers 3.50 
Following are the usable groups ot machines for the earthworks operation. 
CROUP 1 - \1'heel type trador8 
GA T - Calupillar 
CA T· 81,B(,) 
CAT· 81,B(6) 
l081 per unit volume 
uheduld duration 
expected duration 
required production rate 
u:peeled production rale 
[doflanjm3(loo8t.}f = 0.4921 
/working daY'j = 192 
{working days} = 155.0 
{m3{/oo8e)fhrj = 568.1818 
{m'(looseJlh,J ~ ,83.7153 
Press any key to continue .. 
CROUP 2 - Wheel type traciors 
CA T - Caterpillar 
CA T· 82,C(,) 
CA T· 82,C(6) 
C08t per unit volume [datlon/m3(/oose)} = O.·U12 
scheduled duration [working days} = 192 
exputed duration [working day4 = 96.9 
required production rale [m3(loou.}/hrJ = 568.1818 
expected production rate {m3{foose)/hrj = 773.9446 
Press any key to continue .. ' 
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GROUP 9 - Wheel typt loadtrs 
CA T . Caltrpiffar 
DRE - 590(.) 
DRE - 590(6) 
DRE- 590(,) 
DRE - 590(d) 
DRE- 590(,) 
DRE - 590(f) 
DRE - 590(g) 
DRE - 590(h) 
CAT - 950B(.) 
DRE·Drtutr 
cost ptr unit volumt [doffars/m3(loou}f = 0.9620 
schtdultd duration [working days} = 192 
apultd duration [working days} = 191. 6 
rtquirtd production raft [m3(loost}! hr} = 568.1818 
aputtd production rait {m3(foou)/hr} = 569.8997 
Press any key to continue .. 
GROUP 4 - Whaf tyPt loadtrs 
DRE . Dresstr 
DRE - 540(.) 
DRE - 540(6) 
DRE - 540(,) 
DRE - 540(d) 
DRE - 540(,) 
DRE - 540(f) 
cost ptr unit volumt [dollars/m3(loou)} = 0.6162 
schtduftd duration [working days} = 192 
tzptdtd duration [working days} = 121.1 
rtquirtd production ratt [m3(loou}!hrJ = 568.1818 
tzputtd produdion ralt {m3(loou}!hrJ = 619.9921 
Press any key to continue .. 
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GROUP 5 - Elevating 'craper' 
CAT - Caterpillar 
CAT· "9C(.} 
CAT· "9C(!} 
CAT· "9C(,} 
CAT· "9C(d} 
CAT· "9C(,} 
co,t per unit volume /doflar,/m3(loo,eJJ = 0.6971 
,chedufed duration /working day'J = 132 
expected duration /working day'J = 195.6 
required production rate /m3(lootle)fhrJ = 568.1818 
expected produelion rate IrrNloou)fhrJ = 559.0299 
Press any key to continue .. 
GROUP 6 - Elevating tlCraperJ 
CA T - Caterpillar 
JDE·7 .. B(.} 
JDE·7 .. B(!} 
JDE · 7.fB(,} 
CAT· "9C(.} 
cost per unit volume 
,cheduled duration 
expeeled duration 
required production rate 
expected production rate 
JDE - John Deere 
/dollartl/m3(looJeJJ = 0.6887 
/working days/ = 192 
{working days! = 159.1 
/m3(foose)fhrJ = 568.1818 
{m'(loo"J/h'J = ;71.;Bf1 
Press any key to continue .. 
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GROUP 1 - Elevating !craper! 
CA T • Cattrpillar 
JDE·7 .. 8{,) 
JDE· 7628{b) 
JDE· 7628{,) 
CAT· 615{,) 
CO!t per unit volume 
scheduled duration 
expected duration 
required production rate 
expected production rate 
JDE· John Deere 
{dolfan/m3(foo!e)] = 0.6210 
{working days] = 192 
[working days] = 141.9 
{m3(loose}/hr] = 568.1818 
fm3(loose)/hr] = 528.6165 
Press any key to continue .. 
GROUP 8 - Elevating scraptrs 
CA T • Caterpillar 
CAT· 615{,) 
CAT· 615{b) 
CAT· 615{,) 
CAT· 615{d) 
cost per unit volume [doffars/m3(loose)] = 0.4150 
scheduled duration [working days] = 192 
expected duration /working day!] = 111.8 
required production rate [m3(loose}/hr/ = 568.1818 
expected production rate fm3(loose)/hr] = 610.9569 
Press any key to continue .. 
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GROUP 9 - Trucks (four-whed-drive) 
VOL - Volvo 
hauling machines 
VOL - 59508(a) 
VOL - 59508(b) 
VOL - 59508(e) 
VOL - 59508(d) 
VOL - 59508(,) 
VOL - 53508{f) 
VOL - 59508(g) 
VOL - 59508(h) 
loading machines 
FEL l(a) 
FEL l(b) 
FEL l(e) 
FEL l(d) 
cost per unit volume 
scheduled duration 
expecled duration 
required production rate 
expected production rate 
[dolfars/m 3(loosej} = 1.0857 
[working days} = 192 
[working days} = 121.9 
[m'(I •• "J/h,J = 568.1818 
[m'(I •• ,,)/h'J = 615·4101 
Press any key to continue .. 
GROUP 10 - Trucks (four-wheel-drive) 
VOL - Volvo 
haulinq machines 
VOL - 59508(a) 
VOL - 53508(b) 
VOL - 59508(e) 
VOL - 53508(d) 
VOL - 53508(,) 
loadinq machines 
FEL 2(a) 
cost per unit volume 
scheduled duration 
expe cted duration 
required production rate 
expected production rate 
{doflars/m3 (loosej} = 0.8240 
[working days} = 192 
[working days} = 179.6 
[m'(I •• "J/h,J = 568.1818 
[m'(I •• scJ/h'J = 417.6900 
Press any key to continue .. 
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GROUP 11 - Trucks (four-wh~d-driv~) 
VOL - Volvo 
hauling machines 
VOL · AfO 6'6(,) 
VOL· AfO 6'6(6) 
VOL· AfO 6'6(,) 
VOL· AfO 6'6(d) 
loading machin~8 
FEL 2(,) 
cost per un it volume 
scheduled duration 
expected duration 
required production rate 
expected production rate 
/dolfars/m3(100se)/ = 0.8018 
/working days} = 132 
{working days} = 212.8 
im'(l,,",)/h'i ~ 568.1818 
[m'(I''''J/h'i ~ 952.9665 
Press any key to continue .. 
GROUP 12 - Trucks (/our-whed-drive) 
VOL - Volvo 
hauling machines 
VOL· 5950B(,) 
VOL· 5950B(6) 
VOL· 5950B(,) 
VOL· 5950B(d) 
VOL · 5950BI<J 
loading machines 
BC1(,) 
cost per unit volume 
scheduled duration 
~xp~cted duration 
required production rate 
expected production rate 
/doliars/m3(loo.,,)j = 0.7127 
/working days} = 132 
/working days} = 155.0 
/m3(100seJlhrJ = 568.1818 
[m'(loo"'J/h'J ~ 489.86£5 
Press any key to continue .. 
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GROUP 19 - Belt conveyers 
hauling machine~ loading machines 
belt 2(a) 
belt 2(b) 
co~t per unit volume 
scheduled duration 
expected duration 
required production rate 
ezpected production rate 
FEL 1(0) 
FEL l(b) 
FEL l(e) 
FEL lid) 
(dolfar~/m3(loose)} = 0.9906 
{working days} = 192 
{working days} = 141.1 
{m 3(loose}/hrJ = 568.1818 
{m'(loo,,)!h,J ~ 581.5625 
Press any key to continue .. 
GROUP 14 - Belt wnveyer~ 
hauling machines loading machine~ 
belt 2(0) 
b,1t 2(b) 
cost per unit volume 
scheduled duration 
expected duration 
required production rate 
expected production rate 
FEL 2(0) 
{dollars/m3(loose)J = 0.1952 
{working daysJ = 192 
{working days} = 119.6 
im'(loose)!h'i ~ 568.1818 
{m'(loo,,)!h,J ~ 417.6900 
Press any key to continue .. 
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GROUP 15 - Belt conveyers 
hauling machines loading machines 
b<lt 2(,) 
b,1t 2(b) 
cost per unit volume 
scheduled duration 
expected duration 
required production rate 
expected production rate 
BC 1(,) 
{doffarlJ/m3(100se)) = 0.6353 
{working days) = 13£ 
[working daylJ} = 155.0 
/m'(tooseJ/h,j ~ 568.1818 
(m'(looseJ/h,j ~ ,83.8625 
Press any key to continue .. 
The mod economical group 0/ machines, without conlJidering 
J.Vhee{ type tractors 
CA T· Caterpillar 
CAT - 81,B(,) 
CAT - 81,B(b) 
cod per unit volume 
scheduled duration 
expected duration 
required production rate 
trpected production rate 
the scheduled duration 
[dollarlJ/m3(loose)) = 0.49£1 
{working days} = 19£ 
[working days) = 155.0 
/m3(looseJ/h'/ ~ 568.1818 
{m3(looseJ/hj ~ ,83.7153 
Press any key to continue .. 
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Th~ m08t economical group of machin~8 which m~d8 th~ 
Whu{ typ~ tracton 
CA T· Cattrpiflar 
CAT· B24C(a) 
CAT· B24C(b) 
8Ch~du/~d duration 
cost p~r unit volum ~ {dolfar8/m3(1008~)/ = 0.4412 
8Ch~du/~d duration {working daYIJ} = 132 
~xput~d duration {working daY8} = 96. 9 
requir~d production rate {m3(100u}/hr} = 568.1818 
~xp~ct~d production ral~ fm3(1001J~}/hr} = 773.9446 
Th~ End 
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APPENDIXC 
Table C.I Altitude derating factors of naturally aspirated equipment 
as a percentage of flywheel horse power 
Altitude (m) 
Type of equipment less than between between 
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greater 
2300 2300-3000 3000-3800 than 3800 
track type tractors 100 100 100 100 
wheel type tractors 100 03 86 79 
track type loaders 100 95 88 80 
wheel type loaders 100 100 92 86 
standard scrapers 100 100 92 84 
tandem powered scrapers 100 96 89 82 
elevating scrapers 100 100 92 84 
push-pull scrapers 100 96 89 82 
trucks (standard) 100 93 86 79 
trucks (four-wheel-drive) 100 03 86 79 
Table C.2 Percentage weight on driving wheels of the tare weigbt, a, 
and 'k' values of equipment 
Type of equipment a % 
track type tncton 
wheel type tracton 
track type loaden 1.78 
wheel typeloaden 2.0 
atand:udscrape ... 
tandem powered serspers 
" 
0.81 
elevstin,;atrapeMl 0.R!l 
pUllh·puUscrapers 
" 
0.7\l 
trutks(atandard) 
trucks (rour·whul-drive) 100 0.4g 
Table C.3 Coefficients of traction and rolling resistance factors of 
different ground surfaces 
Coel'lietient of traction I Rollin,; resistance ractor% 
Type ofvound surface 
Wheel type 
veryhard,concrel.e 0.45 0.' 1.5 
hMd,wellcompacted,ravel 0.' 0.7 2.5 
dryday,vavel 2.75 
WH day, 100M utth 0.7 
drynnd 
0.5 0.' '.0 
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Table C.4 Densities, bucket fill factors, and coefficients of bulking of material 
Type of mlterial Denority Buoketllll CotffideM 
Ir.Ilm"(loose) flctor ofbullr.in, 
decompolJedroxlr.-poorlybla.sted .... 0.7 
decomposed roclr.- well blasted (ti70 0." 
crWlhedltone,ll'lvel 
dry oilY 0." 
wet day 
dryoand 0.14 
wetoand 
ll'avelnnd,lilt, clay mixturt 0.{12 O.IS 
'" 
Uti 
Table C.S Correction factors for hardness or type of stock pile 
H.rdne.uor type ofotock pile Correction r.ctor(CHI 
looeeatoclr.pilt 1.2 
h.rdtocutorfronn O.7ti 
dry non-«>heoivtor oticky 
rock ripptd or blasted 0.65 
Table C.6 Correction factors for total resistance 
Total re.;"tanee r .. ct<Jr (TRF%) Correction r .. ct<Jr (CR) 
TRF 2:30 0." 
30 >TRF2:20 
20 >TRF2: 10 
to >TRF2:0 lUIS 
0> TRF2:-IO 
-IO>TRF>-20 
-20>TRF 2:-30 .." 
Table C.7a Speed ractors of machines - category 1. 
CATEGORY 1. {Man to Power ratio (ks/kW):<.:; I80J 
O;"ta.nce (d) 
(meter.) 
o<d :<':;60 
60 <d:<.:; 120 
IZO<d:<':;180 
180 < d:<.:; 300 
300 < d:<.:; 450 
4M<d:<':;GlO 
&IO<d~ 750 
760 <d ~ 1070 
Speedr .. ctor 
Uphill 
0.87 
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Table C.7b Speed factors oC machines - category 2 
CATEGORY 2. [Mass to Power ratio (k,"/kW)::; 2301 
Speedr..,to. 
Distsnee(d) 
(meters) Downhill Uphill 
a <d::;&O 0.e2 0.3g 
W<d::;12O 
IZO<d::; 180 0.1~ 
1!0<d ::;300 0.15 
3OO<d ::; 4&0 0.88 O.1g 068 
4M<d::;610 0.74 
810<d::;7&O 
750 <d::; 1070 
U7 
Table C.7c Speed factors oC machines - category 3 
CATEGORY 3. [Mass to Power ratio (k«/kW) > 2301 
SpeedrS(:tor 
Di.tance (d) 
(met.er.) Downhill Level Uphill 
o <d::;8O 0.56 0.55 
50 <d::; 120 
t20<d::;180 0.10 0.65 
t80<d ::;300 0.18 0.15 0.53 
300 <d ::; 450 
460<d::;UO 0.88 0.83 0.62 
8tO<d::;7&O 
750<d::;1010 
1070<d 
Table e.B Average cycle times or loading machines 
Type o(loadins: ma.ehine Cyde time (min) 
(ron~ end loader 0.60 
ba.ekhoe, (au . hovel- hydraulic 
cable operated power . hovel 0.40 
dras:Ene 0.4" 
Table e.g Efficiency rating due to working condition 
Workins: condi~ion 
Tr&ck type m&chine. Wheel type machinu 
du~y, r .. iny, mowy, (ow, d .. rk or nis:ht duty uo 
othe .... ise 1.0 
Table C.IO Efficiency ratings due to equipment condition, management 
condition, and worker's experience, skill, and working attitude 
Condition 
Efficiency r&tins:on 
ElI'cellent Avera-s:e Poor 
fquipment condition, ate, &nd main~nanee attention ('1e) 0.8.) 
r .. ans:ementeondition 
opu.tor" ' kill,upu;enee'l 
and .... orkint;.ttitude('1d) 
t~ck type 
wheel type 
1.0 0.03 0.8.) 
0." 
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APPENDIX D 
0.1 Depreciation eost (DC)x 
Using the sum or the year digits method, the depreciation cost during the xth 
year, (DC)%, in dollars can be found as follows: 
Let N = estimated useful life of the equipment (years), 
Po = Free On Board (F .O.B) price of the equipment including the 
accessories (dollars), 
Pd = total delivery cost (dollars), 
PI = cost of a new set of tires (dollars), if applicable, 
p . = salvage or resale value after N years (dollars), 
x = year being considered (1 :5 x :5 N), 
and z = any whole number (1 ::; z :5 N). 
Therefore, the depreciable value of the machine is (Po + P d - P t - P .J. 
depreciation cost during tbe 1m. year = (Po + Pd-pt - p.) ~ , 
'E' 
._1 
depreciation cost during the 2nd year = (Po + Pd _ P t _ p .J (N ~ 1) , 
'E' 
._1 
depreciation cost during the ard year = (Po + P d _ P t _ p.) (N ~ 2) , 
'E' 
._1 
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Therefore, the depreciation cost during the x th year, (DC)K ' would be 
(DC), ~ (Po + Pd - P, - P, ) I N -.~N- 1) I . (D .l) 
E' 
.-, 
D.2 Investment cost (IC)x 
Let Px % = interest charges for the xth year, 
tx % = cbarges for taxes and licenses for the xth year, 
ix % = insurance charges for the xth year, 
and Sx % = storage and security charges for the xth year. 
Therefore, the investment cost during the xth year (IClx, is 
(1C), ~ [ I~ I . (ABV), , (D.2) 
and (ABV)x = average book value of the machine for the xth year (dollars). 
Here, the (ABV)" can be given by [8, 26J 
(ABV), ~ t I (BV),_, + (BV). J , (D.3) 
where (BV)x = book value at ~ he end of the x th year (dollars). 
To find the hook value at tbe eod of each year, the following table can be 
prepared. 
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Table D.l Book values using sum of the year digits method 
End of year Depreci:t.tioll (dona.s) Bool< nlue (BV) ill doll a~ 
(P.-t-PrPJ 
(DCh (P,,-t-PrPJ - (DC), 
(DCb (P. + p. - PJ - (DCh - (DCk 
(DCb (P,,+PrPJ - 'f.(DC), 
(x-I) (DC)..-. (Po+Pd -PJ- 1')(DC). 
(DCl. (Po-t-Pr PJ- E (DC). 
From the above table 
(BV),_I ~ (Po + P, - P,) - ' -t-II(DC)" (0.4) 
,_ I 
(BV), ~ (Po + Pr P,) - 'f:'(DC),. (D.5a) 
,_I 
(D.5a), can also be written as 
[ ,_-"._11 1 (BV), ~ (Po + Pr P,) - (DC), + '~I (DC), . (D.5b) 
Substituting (D.4) and (D.5b) in (D.3) 
(ABV), ~ - 2 (Po + Pr P, ) -(DC), - 2 L (DC), . 1 [ '--".-'1 1 
2 1_1 
(0 .6) 
Substituting (D.6) in (D.2) 
(IC), ~ [ p,+tI'+ooi,+S, I . [ 1 ' --".-I I( 1 (Po+P.-P') - '2(DC), - '~I DC), . (0 .7) 
D.3 Load ractors on fuel or power consumption (K I ) , and repair 
Table D.2 Equipment load factors on fuel or power consu mption, 
and repair factors 
Repair f&<:tor (K,J 
Loadi",andoperatinl" Load factor r------------i 
condi~ionl (K,) Mobile machine. geltconveytn 
(Unfavorable) 
huvy dOJinl"/lonl" haul time 
with frequent adverx I"r&de!/ 
oontinuoUIUHon very poorly o.u. 
maintained road./continuoUi 
loadin!oper&tion. 
(Avoral"e) 
productiondoJinl"/varyi", 
load nd hlul road ronditionl/ 1.00 0.00 
loader cycle withidlinl" periods. 
(Favorable) 
cOMiderableamountofidle 
timer and Have] with no]oad/ 
. hortto medium haul On well 
m .. ~ri .. I11/Iia;ht utility work. 
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D.4 Tire lite 'acton (K3) 
Tab le D.3 T ire life factors of earthmoving equipment 
Load;n! and operat;n! eonditiollll 
(Favorable) 
excellent maintenan~ pro!ram/well maintained 
reMOnably level road. 
(Avtr .... e) 
maintained roada/20% overloadin! / 
medium CUTVe"/r;rad~ ill Ie .. than ~% . 
(Unfavorable) 
poor maintenance pror;ram/_harp rocky road_/ 
oiO%ormoreovuloadin!/sevtrecuTVu/ 
trade ill ! reakr than I~% . 
0.8 
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